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A tjmp.-domain electromaf,TIetic survey was conducted over
the East ~jft Zone of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaij . The purpose
of the survey was two-fold. First, the survey was intended
to give greater insight into interpretation techniques of
time-domain electromagnetic data. Secondly, a more complete
picture of the geologic structure and hydrology of the Rift,
with special emphasis on its geothermal potential, was to be
gained.
To interpret the time-domain electromagnetic data, first
the maxjmum-received voltagep were converted to apparent resis-
tivities and mapped. Next, the received transients were
matched with a catalog of asymptotic curves. Then, theor-
eticai layered-earth curves we~e calculated and the tran-
sients were again matched. Finally, use of a least-sqllares-
fit computer program gave a more exact interpretation. Al-
tho~h the asymptotic curves have been calculated for no more
than n. ·t1~ree-layer case, the theoretical matching technique




A comparison of time-domain electromagnetic results with
the results of conventional DC dipole mapping surveys shows
that both measurements provide essentially the same resisti-
vity information. Time-domain electromagnetic surveys,
however, provide resistivity versus depth information as well.
After interpretation, a low-resistivity area of geo-
thermal interest was outlined approximately seven kilometers
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Electromagnetic methods have been used in many geo-
physical surveys in an attempt to relate electrical con-
ductivity variations with subsurface geologic structure.
The earliest mention of an electromagnetic system for prospecting
was in 1908. This method used a "black box" which emitted an
inductive wave which would penetrate all but metallic sub-
stances. The areal extent of a conductive ore body at
depth could be ascertained by passing this device over the
surface of the ground (popular Mechanics, 1908, p. 33-34).
In the 1910's and 1920's, patents for loop-loop systems
were issued in Europe and electromagnetic surveys were used
to search for metallic ore deposits. The success of this
method led to the development of a dipole-dipole (ELTPAN)
system for oil detection in sedimentary basins. This me-
thod fell into disrepute when the theory for a layered-
earth model was developed in the 1950's and it was found
that the resolution to identify layers was not as good as
anticipated (Vanyan, 1967, p. 9). Because of this, theor-
etical development of electromagnetic methods has been much
slower than developments of the more popular direct-current
methods.
There is a basic electromagn:;tic classification:
frequency-domain and time-domain. With frequency-domain
measurements , individual frequencies are tr:msmi tted and
received. Because of this, very narrow band filtering can
be used to reject noise. With time-domain measurements, a
step change in current is transmitted and a transient is
received. A wider band receiver is required to avoid distortion.
Both frequency- and time-domain electromagnetic measure-
ments are inherently related through Fourier transforms.
mathematical modeling in the frequency-domain has
been studied for the layered model more extensively than in
the time-domain. In the literature, frequency-domain theory
and interpretation hare been developed by Keller and Frisch-
knecht (1966), Frischknecht (1967), Keller (1968}, ~ilva
(1969), Prichard (1971), Daniels (1974) and others. Time-
domain theory has had limited publications. A few of the
published articles include those by Kaufman, et al. (1970),
Vanyan (1967), Silva (1969), King (1971), and Isaev, et al.
(1971). There have been even more infrequent applications of inter-
pretations (Keller, 1970; Jackson and Keller, 1972). Time-
domain electromagnetic" interpretation techniques require more
investigation so time-domain surveys may be utilized to their
full potential.
A time-domain electromapnetic survey was conduct~d in
the East Rift Zone of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, by students
of the Colorado Sch001 o~ Mines. Three interpretation methods
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were used to evaluate the East Rift data. First, a maximum-
voltage resistivity map was plotted. Maximum-voltage resis-
tivities are easily and quickly calculated in the field. For
the remaining two interpretation procedures, a layered-earth
model was used. Next, asymptotic curves were used to estimate
resistivities and thicknesses for a sequence of layers. Finally,
the field data were matched with computer-calculated multi-
layered earth-model curves. This curve matching technique
was carried out in both the t"ime-dor.min and the frequency-
domain. A least-sfluares-fit technique was used to find a
closer multi-layer interpretation of the data.
Through this study, interpretation methods of time-
domain electromagnetic data may be understood, and
a more accurate representation of the hydrology and
of the subsurfr>.ce structure and geothermal potential of -:he
East Rift Zone ')f Kilauea "olcano will result.
T-1700




The Island of Hawaii is composed of five volcanop.s. The
youngest, Kilauea, is an asymmetrical shield-shaped dome,
and lies on the main rift zone which is also occupied by
Kohala and Mauna Kea (Stearns, 1966, p. 128). The dome is
cut by two zones of dikes which are characterized by fis-
sures and cones. The eastern zone, the East Rift Zone
(Stearns and Macdonald, 1946, p. 129), is also called the
Puna Rift Zone. Fi~re 1 shows a map of the Island of Hawaii.
Ancient Hawaii~n leeend ~ives an account of the ori~in
of the East Rjft Zone of Yilauea. Kahavari, Chief of Puna,
while celebratinr the festival of Lono, announced a Holua
(slidin~) contest. In disguise, Pele, goddess of volcanoes,
challen~ed Kahavari. Pele was badly beaten and, thinking that
her sled was inferior, she asked to trade and try aeajn.
When K8h~vari refused, Pele became angry and stamped
her foot cansi nf a river of L:wa to pour from the hi 11 intn
the v8Jl ey. Horri fi ed, V~,havari recognj 7.ed Pele and fled for
the ocean. Comin~ to a chasm, he saw Pele riQine the ap-
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Figure 1. f:Iap of the I sland of Hawai i.
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proaching lava. He crossed by making a bridge with his
spear and safely reached the ocean. Kahavarj fled to Oahu
w:lsre he remained because of hi s fear of the unforgiving
Goddess ?ele. The East Rift of Puna remains as proof of the
power ancl disposi ti on of Pele (Kalakaua, 1888).
Geophysical Studies
Kilauea Volcano is the most active modern ~:olcano in the
world. As well as at the summit, many eruptions have
occurred along the eastern section of its flank, the Puna
Rift Zone. In recorded historic time, there were Puna erup-
tions in 1750, 1790, 1840, 1884, 1923-1924, 1955, and most
recently in 1961. During the 19n1 eruption, the town of
Kapoho Wi'tS d?f'troy"'("' by lava. Because many people live and
work in the Puna District alonr, th8 Rift, the U. S. Geol-
ogical Survey has moni tered both tilt ctnd seismicity
from the Hawaiian Volcanic Observatory. These measurements
are carr::r;d out to find centers of inflation and seismic
activity related to lava movements to try to locate the
most likely time and area for the next eruption. Such
evaluations are not generally concerned with explaining
subsurface structures, hydrology, or the geothermal potential
of the rift zone.
h few surveys either included or were concentrated in









Figure 2. ~oc2tion map of the gravity and magnetic
profiles throueh the Puna District. The
resultRnt dike positions nre indicated .
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survey of the Island of Hawaii was conducted by Kino~hita,
et al. ~/bcdonald (1965) states that the gravity high along
the Puna Rift shows dense material, such as dikes, at
depth. Figure 2 illustrates the location of a cross section
through the rift which was interpretated to show the dike
complex.
Malahoff and McCoy (1967) confirm this dike concept
with a magnetic survey. They, too, feel a composite dike
or nlug complex extends to considerable depths. Figure 2
also illustrates R set of cross sections through the
East Rift Zone. Malahoff and McCoy (1967) believe that the
northern dike system is related to a Mauna Loa rift while the
shallow dike system is related to Kilauea. The two merge
just off shore. This dike model agrees with the Puna Rift
structure obtained from the gravity interpretation.
The USGS flew an IR survey in 1966 which covered a 15 km
strip along the coast 1 km couth of Cape Kumukahi. Near
shore, ~omalies show that the eroundwater is warmer than
the ocean water. This temperature is attributed to onshore
volcanic activity (Fischer, et al., 1966). The University
of Hawaii recently sponsored R DC resistivity survey of the
East Rift to help evaluate its geothermal potential. The
results of this survey will be compared to the electromagnetic
surveys in the area. Tn 1972 and 1973, a time-domain electro-
magnetic survey was conducted over the eastern section of
the rift to clarify structure wi th emphasis on the r:e()thermal





Figure 3 is a geologic map of the East Rift. This rift
extends from Kilauea southeastward for 7.3 km, then turns
N65 0 E and continues beyond Cape Kumukahi into the ocean for
70 km, then disappears. The submarine portion of the rift
is a proaiD..rt ridge which contains a composite plug or dike
complex. Normal faults occur on the flanks of the ridge.
On land, the East Rift Zone is marked by many fissures,
cones, and pit craters. Macdonald and Eaton (1964, p. 6)
state that there are more than 70 lava vents on the surface
and surely many hundred more which have been buried. Bas-
altic lava which flows from these vents has built a broad
arch with its crest along the rift. This lava comes from
Kilauea through a continuous series of lava tubes. Finch
(1946) reasoned that the high number of pjt craters are
formed by engulfment into lava tubes. "The upper grouping
of the craters is due to the intersection of the Puna Rift
by a series of fissures trending NE-SW...•Any such inter-
section.... would be a favorable location for the develop-
ment of pit craters" (p. 2).
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Figure 3. Generalized geologic map of the East Rift and surrounding areas
(after Davis and Yamanaga, 1968, p. 5). Location of the 1972
and 1973 time-domain electromagnetic surveys are indicated.
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rift and mark the zone of faulting and cracking. The south-
east side i. s marked by cinder c ones and is the area of most
eruptive activity. Moore and Richter (1962) interpret this
saying "that the rift zone dips southeastward, with the
zone of faulting marking its actual surface intersection
and the zone of cones formed by piercing its hanging wall"
(p. 446). The south side of the rift zone is steep from
faulting. Many ~ echelon fissures follow the rift. Fig-
ure 4 shows the relationship of these fissures, cinder cones
and grabens on the eastern part of the rift.
The rift zone is bounded by grabens. The graben area
has been filled repeatedly so that the total movement is
not measureable; but it must be considerable. For example,
in 1924, vertical movement of 10 to 12 feet was measured
during an eruption (Finch, 1925). The rift is covered by
alternating layers of ashes and flows of unknown thickness.
There are two basic concepts to explain the existence
of the East Rift. Macdonald (1949, p. 63) believes that
Kilauea results from the intersection o~ «ra~ty raU1ts in
the flank of Mauna Loa with an easterly zone of fissuring.
Moore feels that the rift is the result of large scale
landsliding. He believes that the southern slope of Kil-
auea is sliding seaward, the fractures on which the move-
ment is takine place steepening to near vertical to form
the East Rift Zonp., with graben collapse alon~ the upper
edge of the sliding block (Macdonald, 1965, p. 327). Magma
Figure 4. Block diagram showing the relationship between
faultine, eruptive fissures, and cones in the
eastern part of the Puna Rift (after Moore and
Krivoy, 1964, p. 2042).
12
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then rises through the fractures .. Macdonald disagrees
and cites the gravity anomaly found along the rift zone.
This gravity high shows dense material, such as dikes, at
depth. Macdonald interprets this as a continuation of the
rift at depth. He feel~ the "most proable cause of the
Hawaiian rift ~one still appears to be inflation of the
volcano by intrusion of magma within it" (Macdonald, 1965,
p. 328). He claims that his theory is further supported by clay
experiments in which cracking patterns extend from a center
of inflation. Stearns (1966, p. 144) feels that "subsidence
appears to be due to the spreading of the dome under the
influence of gravity and dike injection, possibly aided by
melting and absorption of rocks in the grabens by the magma".
Hydrology
The eastern section of the Island of Hawaii is under-
lain by basal groundwater with the exception of the East
Rift Zone of Kilauea. Here groundwater is impounded at
higher levels by dikes. Figure 55 is a generalized cross-















Figure 5. Generalized cross-section from Mauna Kea to the
Puna Ridge showing fresh-and salt-water distri-
but jon (after Stearns and Macdonald, 1946, p. 225).
Throughout many parts of the Hawaiian Island chain, a
Ghyben-Herzberg system is present. Figure 6 illustrates
the Ghyben-Herzberg Principle: t = 40 h. ! is the thickness
of fresh water depressed below sea level; h is the height








FiVtre 6. The Ghyben-Herzberg Principle showing the lense
of fresh w~ter depressed below sea level (after
Stearns, 1966, p. 234).
A permeable lava-rock aquifer and impermeable coastal
plain rock are necessary for development of such a system. Either
n poorly develnped or non-existent lense occurs when the
rock structure is not fairly homogeneous or when the rocks
have too low permeability. Although Ghyben-Her7,berg systems
are well developed in some areas, especially Pearl Harbor,
there appears to be none in the East Rift Zone of Hawaii.
In this area, the structure is unfavorable; the rocks are
cut by numerous faults and dikes. These dikes also form a
barrier to southward movement of groundwater from the north
where the annual rainfall is great (Wentworth, 1947).
The annual rainfall near Hilo averages 200 inches/year.
This level drops to 100 to 125 inches/year in the East Rift.
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The normal gradient of the groundwater level in arens of
heavy rainfall, such as here, is 4 feet/mile from shore
(Duncan, 1942).
Numerous wells have been drilled in the survey area
which reinforce this concept. Figure 7 shows the location
of wells and shafts in the eastern section of the Puna
Rift. Table 8 summarizes the data from these wells and
shafts. With a few exceptions, most of the well watnr
temperatures are cool or warm, but not hot. Davis, (1968,
p. 30), when discussing water resources in Puna, notes some
"sparse thermal anomalies to be seen on infrared images of
near-shore water along the south shore suggests that much
of the issu.ing groundwater is warmer than the surrounding
sea water". Wells drilled by the Hawaii Thermal Power
Company in 1961 confirm the presence of high temperatures
(200oF to 2l5 0 F) in one part of the East Rift. But these
temperatures are not high enough for a commercial geother-
mal system. Macdonald (1973) thinks the East Rift might
yield a geothermal system but at depths considerably below
sea level. Present wells have not penetrated this deep. A
resistivity survey can penetrate much deeper and may show

















Figure7. Map of the Puna District showing the location of
wells drilled.
--~ ----------._ __ - -_ -._ _ _- .
FIGURE g TABULATION OF WELLS IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE PUNA DISTRICT, EAST RIFT ZONE
WATER LEVEL
WELL NUMBER ALTITUDE DEPTH ABOVE MSL























Lost tool in hole



























































+ **The dug wells generally are about 30 feet deep. They have been used for
either stock or industry. Most are brackish and some water levels vary
with the tide.
1 Stearns, 1966, p. 248
2 Davis and Yamanaga, 1968, p. 30
* Dept. of Land and Natural Resources of Hawaii, 1970, p. 145-146




A block diagram of the source equipment is illustrated
in Figure a../ . The power source used for the 1972 survey and
for soundings EM3-l through EM3-47 of the 1973 survey was a
30 KVA, water-cooled, Onan generator with an output of
220 volts. The generator output was stepped-up to
440, 660, or 880 volts with a th~ee-phase transformer. The
power source used for the remainder of the 1973 soundings
war; 'l 12.5 KVA, air-cooled, Onan generntor wtth an output
of 220 volts. Two series-connected, single-phase, trans-
formers were used to step up the supply voltage to a maxi-
mum of 1,000 volts. The AC voltage from the transformers
was rectified and an asymmetrical square wave was applied to
the source electrodes. The square wave was applied to the
electrodes through l2-gauge wire with a resistance of 1.6~
per 1,000 feet. The electrodes consisted of ten-foot lengths
of galvanized steel pipe. Several pipes were buried in
shallow trenches, soaked with salt water, and connected to
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Figure 9. Block diagram showing the source configuration.
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electrodes was recorded on an Esterline Angus T-171-B
paper-and-ink chart recorder.
Voltage Receiver
A block diagram of the receiver equipment is illustra-
ted in Figure 10. The vertical component of the changing
magnetic field was detected with a square loop of 26 turns
of wire, 250 feet on a side.
From the loop sensor, the received signal entered a
signal conditioner. For the 1972 survey, the signal con-
ditioner consisted of a 20-Hertz, low-pass, passive filter.
For the 1973 survey, a White, 60-Hertz, band-reject, pas-
sive filter was used. In addition, a 5-Hertz, low-pass,
passive filter was applied for soundings EM3-6 and EM3-17
through EM3-2l. After the conditioner, the received voltage
passed through an amplifier with a variable gain from 1 to
1,000. The amplified voltage was then recorded on a Gould
Brush Mark 250 paper-and-ink, chart recorder with a High
Gain DC Preamplifier Model 13-4215-62. The recorder has
a maximum sensitivity of 10 microvolts/inch and a maximum
recording ~peed of 0.2 seconds/inch. The Gould recorder
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Figure 11 • Penmotor Frequency Response Curve
(Gould Brush Mark 250 Recorder
User's Manual, p. 1.4)
This illustrates that the
response for moat signals waR
linear to ahout. ~() H7. 'T'h~r~f''''Y't),
the hirh fr~quen~y (~~rly-t.1m~)
portion of thp. ('lU'VP. ; R distorted.
----~~-~._----_._-~---------------------------
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DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPARATION
24
For the time-domain electromaenetic survey, a linr;
source and loop receiver were used. There are three types
of line sourCF)s: long line, short line, anfl a finite-length
line. With a short line sourQe, measurements are taken at
a distance great enough (usually five ~ource length!'=') sllch
that the source appears to be a dipole. When a lon~-wire
source is used, its length is large compared to the offset
. distance so that it can be considered infinite. The finite
length is intermediate.
The mathemctical expre~8ion for a finite length 80urce
is very complicc.ted and hns not been developed. Vanyan (1967)
stated that the dipole approximation worked well for distances
from the source. which are several times the depth to a boundry.
Therefore, dipole npproximations were used to interpret the
time-domain electromagnetic data even though measurements
were taken a dist~nces less than five source lengths.
For the 197? part of the project, three sources, 1.6-
km, 2.0-km, and 1.t1-krn lone: were used. A ?~-km Ion'?: ~ource
provided currpnt.for the 1~7:' survey. A s'1uor~ wave wjth 8.




Measurements of the transient magnetic
field resulting from the current step were then made with
a 1,000-foot loop of 26-conductor cable laid out in a square.
Figure 12 illustrates a sample transient curve recorded in
the field.
Recordine stations were located with a density of one
per square kilometer when possible. Recordings were not
taken off the ends of the sources because the theoretical
coupling drops off to zero. This can be seen from the
equation which converts voltage to apparent resistivity:
V = F( f a)·cos fT. As.e- increases to 90 0 off the end of the
source, cos~, and therefore, the voltage becomes zero.
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the station and source loca-
tions for the two parts of the electromagnetic survey.
After the data were collected in the field, they were re-
turned to the office for preparation for interpretation. First,
a step response (Figure 15) had to be removed from the record-
ed signal so only the response of the earth remained. To
achieve this, hoth the step response and the received tr~n­
sient wer0 dj~itized. An 0.8 second length of each record
waf; digitized at a 0.02 spcond time interval. The digiti-
zer has a dynQmic range of 60 db which, for quiet signals,
providect an error in the voltage reading of less than 110.
The digitized information was then fed into a computer pro-
gram for processing. For noisier signals, the data were
1T'-1700
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Figure 12. Sample record-
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stacked lO-fold so that error in transient representation
would be reduced. V~en the stacking procedure was required,
a statistical test was applied to insure that each data
point lay within a reasonable distance of the average signal.
If the value were more than two standard deviations from the
average, jt was rejected. Stntjstical1y, for a larr;e numher (n)
of stacked signals, the rrtndom the noise level j s reduced
1
by a factor (n-l )2-, which is a factor of three for n = 10.
To illustrate the sj gnal to noise ratio, Figure 16 lists
the average maximum recorded voltage and the standard
deviation for a few stacked signals.
A current step is introduced into the earth; the
received signal is then passed through a recording system;
thus the output is a function of the input step convolved
with the earth response and the recorder response. To find
the response of the earth to a step input, the step response
of the recorder was removed throur;h neconvolution. Figure 17
illustrates this process.
The output time function contained considerable noise
at the Nyquist frequency which resulted from sampling and
transforming. To red1lce thi:3 noise, a non-linear filter
was appJ.ied. Because the data are represented on a bi-log-
~rithmic plot, the noise appears to have greater amplitude
and to be higher in fre0uency in the later part. Therefore,
a logarithmic smoothing technique was used. Linear times
and voltages were converted to logarithmic times and voltages.
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(Vmax) (cr) Vmax
Station Maximum Voltage (Volts) Standard Deviation ()
5 046.9 x 10-5 06.29 x 10- 5 7.47
7 0120. x 10- 5 04.91 x 10- 5 ?4.4
8 0.322 x 10-3 0.241 x 10-4 13.3
14 0.795 x 10-3 0.104 x 10-3 7.f5
15 0.127 x 10-2 0.533 x 10-4 23.8
16 06.66 x 10- 4 03.85 x 10- 5 17.3
25 084.7 x 10- 5 02.98 x 10- 5 28.4
26 0.449 x 10-3 0.532 x 10-4 8.48
27 0.372 x 10-3 0.176 x 10-4 21.1
28 0.161 x 10-3 0.167 x 10-4 9.65
29 0.103 x 10-3 0.818 -5 12.6x 10 -
30 0.837 x 10-4 0.111 x 10-4 7.54
34 0.292 x 10-3 0.312 x 10-4 9.36
35 0.206 x 10-3 0.996 x 10-5 20.7
36 0.235 x 10-3 0.228 x 10-4 10.6
37 0.296 x 10-3 0.185 x 10-4 16.0








STEP 1,. FOURIER 'lRANSJ'CItK EACH OUTPUT
'l'll!E D<mDi
~(t) - step
e (t) - earth function
r(t) - recorder functiOll(recorded transient)
FREQUlmOY DCt1ADl(recorded instrument
step response) .-1 (eo-)} _ step
E(w) • jW ==~e(t)*~-l(t} I~) -~ funotion
R~) - recorder function
E(W) • ~
OUT2
0UT1 (w) = E(w)·R(w)-O-1 (w)
STEP 4s
This is the step response of the earth alone
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Values were th8n interpolated to provide equally spaced ~oa­
arithmic data. These values were then smoothed by seven
point averaging.
The resultant deconvolvAd voltage was converted to
apparent resi stivi ty usinf." the equation: fa:ll: f:Jtt1 ~~~~
(Vanyan, 1967). The apparent resistivity and corresponding
time value were then plotted on log-log paper for inter-
pretation. Appendix B contains the plotted deconvolved
data from the 1973 part of the survey.
Appendix C contains flow diagrams and complete listings
for the computer programs used to process the data. SYSTm~.F4
computes the Fourier transform of the step response and STACK2.F4
carries out the deconvolution process, smooths the data, and
converts voltages to apparent resistivities.
After deconvolution, the quality of some of the data
was not f,ood enough for the curve mat~hine. Stations EM3-1,
EM3-5, EM3-7, EM3-8, EM3-14 through EM3-J6, m~3-22 throueh
EM3-30, and EM 3-35 provided excellent transients. On the
other hand, stations EM3-2 through EM3-4, EM3-9 through EM3-ll,
EM3-33, m~3-45 through EM3-48, and IDA3-50 were taken so
close to the source that the early part of the transient
was lost in deconvolution. This resulted from the rise time
of the signal being more rapid than the rise time of the
recordinc apparatus. Another problem occurred with Stations
EM3-6 and EJVI3-l7 through EM3-2l. To reduce the high noise
level, a 30 f'- f capaci tor was placed across the loop. The reRul t
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was to lengthen the rise time of the recorded signal.
Figure 18 illustrates the re~ult of excess filtering for
station EM3-6. Because of the slow response of the record-
er, the hi~h frequency components were lost, the signal was
distorted, and the front end of the deconvolved signal
drooped. The remaining soundings were not of the quality
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Through manipulation of Maxwell's equations, Vanyan
(1967) has derived an equation for apparent resistivity
36







3 M A cos~
is apparent resistivity,
is distance from source to receiver,
is voltage received,
is the source moment (current x length),
is the area of the receiver loop, and
is an anf,le measured from source to
receiver.
The following assumptions were used to arrive at this equation:
1. Displacement currents were considered small
enough to be ignored.
T-1700
2. J'" waf) :1 constant (471' x 10-7 ) for all media.





The system displayed cylindrical symmetry.
1 . ~
.J.m R -.,.- ()C) while lim t ~O or
kt/R 2 is sm~ll.
Thin equation is valid for p.arly time:
rt= 2 t0crR2z 1/41T' (VanyFm, p. 49).
Here: ~ in normalized time
t is rer.orded time,
jA is 47t x 10-7 Henrys/m, and
0- in conductivity (inverse of resistivity).
--'!._g
.' ."~
Fif"urC'ln, '1Ih0 '"'l('':.;''~Y'inr,: ('onfir:ur::otinn f0r:l time-do'll.-,jn
rlcctromn,'710.tj c :"urvey.
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1i'i pure 1 n ill u::trate:: th0 measuring 00nfigurati on for
line-loop time-domain electromagnetic surveys. Figures 20a
ana 20b are the mapped results of applying the early-time
equation to the maximum voltage of the received transient
sipnal. Because the 1972 sources are on the ocean and the
1973 source is on land, the level of resistivities is
different but trends are continuous. When a source is
located on ~ large conductor, such as the oce~n, much is
the current spreads seaward instead of landward thus causing
the r8sistivities to appear lower.
If there is ~ ~onduetor below the first layer, the
maximum voltage resistivity is equal to the first l~yer
resistivity. With a resistive second lnyer, there is 8. slight
increase in rcpistivity with time before the transient drops
off. Therefore, when a resistor is present, the maximum
voltage resistivity is slightly greater than, but close to,
the first layer resistivity. The distortion depends upon
the resi.stivity contrast from first to second layer and
layer thickness. Because a conductive second layer was
present in the East Rift Zone, the maximum vol~age resistivity
map is a representation of the first-layer resistivities.
But the first-layer resistivity observed with a time-domain
eleetroffi.:lrnetie survey may not be the surface layer rl"!8istivity.
Because the transient is sampled at n. finite time 'lfter transmis-



















Figure 20a. Maximum-voltage resistivity map from the 1972 survey.
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10- APPARENT RESISTIVITY (ohm-meters)




10%Th~ thickness ~ ,of ~ 1~ye~ th~t
sjpnt af~er th~ t~mp O.0~ secon42
~~·-·--~-J-if)T: 0~ -.--?r"i~ti~7~_T::.T.
Fi fr.Ure ')~- ! •
10 100 1000 f 1(OHM-METERS)
~'uld ~ot affect the tran-
by more than 101, as a
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the thickness of a layer that would not affect the transient
by more thnn 10% after the smallest samplinf, time as a function
of resistjvity. This shows a characteristic of time-domain
soundings; the surface layer is not seen. Discussion of
the results is presented in the interpretation section.
T-1700
Asymptotic Curve Matching Method
It has been shown that the early-time aSYmptote for
43
8lectromagnetic coupling may be computed from the magne-
totelluric Q2 function (King, 1971). In the magnetotelluric
method, natural electric and magnetic fields in the earth
are measured. Apparent resistivity is defined as l/hlW(E /H ) 2r- x y
(Cagniard, 1953). The ratio of first layer resistivity
to apparent resistivity is the function Q2. E is the
-x
electric field, H is the magnetic field, and W is angular
-y
frequency.
To calculate the asymptotes, first the Q2 function was
computed in the frequency-domain. This was then transformed
into the time-domain using a polygonal-approximation
transform method. Appendix A contains the resultant ti'me-
domain Q2 curves for a step input. curves were
calculated for three-layer cases assigning the basement
(third layer) resistivity a value of zero (a perfect conduc-
tor). For ec.ch set of curves, H2/Hl was varied while
p 2/ f 1 was held constant. The following Figure displays the










Figure 22. The layered-earth modeJ.
44-
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To analyze the field data, the deconvolved curves
(apparent resistivity VB. time) must be compared with the
theoretical curves ( ;oa/;Dl vs ~) using a curve matching
technique. Both curves are plotted on log-log paper. Keep-
ing the axes parallel, the deconvolved curve is moved along
the theo~etical curves until a favorable match is found.
However, because )fl(abcissa) must equal)pl (ordinate), there
is only one degree of freedom in shifting the curves, a line
with a ~lope of -45 0 • This insures that 1'1 from11=t t\/~R2)
must be the same as the value of resistivity obtained from the
I'a/;ol axis. The limiting match line is indicated on the
samples which follow. The result of curve matching is to find
values for the ratios~2/~l and H2/Hl .
Thes8 asymptotic curves are appropriate only for environ-
ments where the basement is a conductor, or where a conductive
layer is so thick that the sounding does not penetrate completely
through it. Such was the case in the East Rift Zone of the
Island of Hawaii.
The next few pages show samples of processed field data
matched with asymptotic ~urves. After a first estimate is
obtained from the asymptotic curves, a more accurate inter-
pretation m~y be made usine theoretical coupling curves as








































Sample asymptotic curve match for Station FMJ-22.
The point set is the field curve; the solid
lines are the asymptotes. The theoretical inter-





































Figure 23b. Sample asymptotic curve match for Station EM3-26.
The point set is the field curve; the solid
lines are the asymptotes. The the~re~~al inter-
cept 18 the point C1'.O,1.0).
--- .__ .__._..
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Theoretical Layered-Barth-Model Curve Matching Method
Daniels (1974) developed a pair of computer programs
for electromaf,netic interpretation. The first program
utilized linear filter theory to numerically evaluate an
electromagnetic field for a dipole source over a layered
earth. Because of its speed and accuracy, a convolution
technique was used to calculate theoretical frequency-domain
curves. The second program uses a least-squares curve-fitting
procedure (Marquardt's method) to interpret frequency-domain
electromagnetic sounding data. First, a theoretical model
is chosen. The resistivity rrnd thickness parameters estimated
for a field curve are chosen and a theoretical curve is
calculated. Next, the theoretical curve and field curve are
compared and an error is calculated. Adjustments are made to
the estimated parameters, and o.nother comparison is made.
This process continues until the error is small. The output
is ~ sequence of layer resistivities and thicknesses and an
error value. This error ( ~ ) is calculated as (Yobserved-
YmOdel).2 This definition of error is not very ~seful in
analyzing the closeness of two cuy-ves on ['. bi-l(')f::';qrthmic







Because the Hawaii field data were recorded in the time-
domain, DanieJ.s' model program for curve matching was not
directly ~pplicable. The first approach to,this problem
was to convert the deconvolved field drrta into the freauency-
domr~in. 1\ pol ygon~'ll-approxirnation trDnsform method (P:=tpoul j s,
1962, p. S6-59) produced frequency-domrrin data from thp ori-
ginal time-domain curves. Because the tir.1e-domain curves
resulted from a step input, the step must be deconvolved,
so that the impuls,e response, alone, is transformed into
the frecl"ur:mcy-domain. A curve-matching technique could now
proceed in the fre~uency-domain.
Next, the same polYeonal-approximation method was applied
to the computer-generated frequency-domain curves. These
curves were calculated on the basis of first approximations
made with 8.symptotic curves. These model curves were converted
to the th:lC-domain and the step-response was calculated. The
time-domain field o.ata was then matched to the resultant
time-domain mathematically-mod0led curves.
"Picu!'es 248 8.nd b illustrate Fe few of the field tr~:m­
siants converted to the fre~uency-domRin and the theoretical





THEORETICAL CURVE STATION EM~I(',a 100A-m HI -'000 m
(2" 5.n.-m Hza500m \
f3=OA-m
I. 10 FREQ. (HZ)
Figure 24a. SQffipl~ frequency-domain curve match for
Station EM3-2?. The point set is the
transformed field curve, the solid line















0.1 1.0 FREQ. (HZ')
Figure 24b. Sample fre~uency-domain curve m~tch for
Station EM3-26. The point set is the
transformed field curve, the solid line
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Figure 25a. Sample time-domain curve match for
Stntion EM3-22. The point Ret is the
transformed field curve the solin






















0.1 1.0 TIME (SECONDS)
Figure 2·5b. Sample time-domain curve match for
Station EM3-26. The point set is the
transformed field curve, the solid




(FiC;1 res 25a & 25b) show the sam~ curves compared in the timr:-
domain.
Truncation and sampling caused the major problems in
the transform2tion process. Because of these digital proee-
dures, there was ripple in the transformed curves (see Fieure 26).








F(w) * S(w) * B(l.'1)===)~.t(t).l!J(t).b(t)
Figure 26. The digital transform process.
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The boxc~_r ftUlction from truncation haG no '-'ffect if
the function which was transformed was zero for all valu08
not s....,~pled. However, if the flUlction is not bounded by
zeros, such ,....,~s the case of t1.C eIectromQgnetic curves, 8.
ripple is superimposed on the transformed function. The
ripple may be reduced by increasing the length of the func-
tion to be sampled. By sampling over a 6 decade range, the
oscillations due to trunction were reduced to a tolreable
level. .!', more noticeable ripple resulted from sampling.
The problem here is similar to the problem discussed in the
data processing section under computer deconvolution. The
difference is the previous sampling procedure used equally
spaced data. For the polygonal-approximation transform
method, the sampling procedure used non-equally spaced data.
But the data were equally spaced on a logarithmic scale so
an analop,y may be made. The Nyquist frequency is one half
of the locarithmic sampling frequency. The resultant ripple
in the transformed CU~Je is constant in frequency when plotted
on a log-log eraph but, as before, the ripple amplitude
appe~rs ereater as the transformed curve decreases in amplitude.
Due to the sYmmetry principle, the above discussion is valid
for transformation in both thc time and frequency-domains.
Finally, some of the best curves were interpreted using
Dani cIs' rlfnrquflrdt lenst-squares-fi t program to provide
better interpretations.
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A listing and flow diagram for Daniels' program which
have been modified to calculate only the real part of line-
loop coupling are included in Appendix C.
The following graph (Figure 27) illustrates the
reduction in error that may be expected when using the least-
squares-fit computer program. The diagonal lines divide
areas of similar error improvement. As would be expected,
the better the first estimate, the better the final output.
This generalization is not true, however, if the first estimate is
too close. \Vhen this happens, the pro~ram is unable to make
an improvement. FiGUre 28 shows the reduction of error with
each iteration for somA sampl p runs of the least-sCJuares-fit
program.
To test the reliability of the fittine progrpm, a theore-
tical curve w~s used as the observed curve. The parameters
were:
PI -- 10..n. -m h = 500 m1
f2 = 5..n.-m h 2 = 1000 m
f3 = O..n. -m R = 5000 m
The proerQm WftS run seven times with the estimated
parameters:
fl = 10 -Sl..,-m hI = 500 m
f2 = .1, .2, 1, 3, 4, 7,and 20..Q....-m h 2 = 1000 m
f3 = OSL-m
R = 5000 m
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Tni tial verf'UC finsl 8rro~~ for curves pror '. ;.r-,























'F'igurc> 28. ThE-' reductirm of errnr with each jt~"8.tj()n.
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When thn p:-~ramctnr f 2 was far from i t~, tY'lJ.e value
(.1 to 3, 7, and ~O), the fitting proer2ffi tnndcd to reduce
h 2 to approximately 150 meters and did not adjust f 2 to its
correct value of 5..n- -m. Only when the estimated P2 p;:lra-
meter was close to the true v31ue did the prOgram converge
towards the theoretical solution. Daniels (1974) stated,
and this test confirmed, that the input pa~amp.ter should
be \"lithin 20;d: of their trnc values for a good fit. Otherv:ise,
a false fit mny occur.
It :;hnulrl be cmph~j zed that n. fin:l.l P~JJ~ error of' 2%
does not imply that the resistivities which result are
+ 2~. The m~s error only indicates how close the observed
curve is to the calculc1ted curve.
T-1700




Variations in resistivity may be mapped using the
dipole-mapping method. Current is introduced into the
ground through a line source and voltage is measured with
perpendicular short-line receivers. In the summer of 1973,
a detailed dipole-mapping survey of the Puna and Kau districts
was sponsored by the University of Hawaii under a grant from
the National Science Foundation.
Figure 29a is a map of the dipole survey around source 2
which is identical to the source used for the 1973 time-
domain electromae;netic survey. The resistivity distributions
from the EM and DC data are very similar. It is felt that a
geothermal reservior would be characterized by a relatively
high porosity and temperature in excess of 1800 C. Both
factor~ would cause a rock to have a lower resistivity.
Thus, in prospectinp for a r;eothermal re8ervior, we search
for:1 region wj_th djap,nostically low vRlues of resistivity.
Approximately 2 km south of the source is a region of lower
resistivity. Tn both the DC and EM data, this region is
enc103ed in a lOA-m contour with higher contours surrounding.
This area of interest will be examined more closely in the
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APPARENT RESISTIVITIES
FROM SOURCE BIPOLE 2














Fie;ure ?qn. Apparent r2sjstivity map ~bout bipole sour~e ?, lo~ated
a10np the roc:'d from Pahoa to Kaimu, in Puna. (Shupe,
written communication, 1973).
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followin~ section. Generally, the remajnin~ resistivjties
decrease toward the ocean because the salt-water/fresh-w2ter
interface is closer to the surface.
Figures 29b, c, and d are the results of dipole mappinc
measurement~ from additional sources. These are used to
confirm thn results from source 2 and to expand the coverage
to the J 072 survey ::'orea. fl.", wi th the electrome,r-rneti c dat8.
in Fir:ures 13 and 1.4, thp s:boreline source 10 dn.ta and inl::.nd
sourcr; ?, d8.tCl ~o.n not b0 dircctly comp."lre(l hut trrmds can
be compn.rcd. Sourcr 1.0 confirms the low resistivity zone
that was apparent from source 2.
Time-Domain Electromagnetic Data
The results of the interpretation of the 1973 part of
the electromapnetic survev arc summarized in tabular form in
Figure 30. A layered-earth interpretation was not possible
for all curves. "fi'0r stations too clos" to the source, only
a first-lnyer resistivity could be calculated from the
maximum-received voltaee. For the station:; very far fro!"!
the source where extreme filtering was used, the transjents
wer~ too distorted for a cU~Te-matchjng interpretation. Only
n maxjmum-vol toge resisti'fi ty j s listed for these soundinf:s.
The contouY'0d f.1.,,-ximu.r.: resintivjty map reflects the geology.




FROM SOURCE BIPOLE 7





















Figure "'Sb. Apparent red f.'tivj ty map aboilt bipole source 7.
(Shupe, wdtten communication~ 197~)
----~-----
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FigurA 29d. Apparent resi~t..j'rjty mer '::!.bout 8. bipole S011.1'''ce (1 0 72).
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Figure 30. Table of Interpretation Results.
(Resistivity -- ohm-mj Thickness -- m)
Station ~1 H1 E'2 H2 ~3




5 23 800 10 1400 1
6 16 (EXCESSIVE' FIM'ERIN'G)
7 14 700 5 1300 1
8 10 700 5 1000 1
9 20 (320)
10 20 (280 )
11 21 (260)
12 31 (580)
13 106 440 5 440 2
14 92 800 18
15 157 500 31
16 51 (BEST MATCH - UNIFORM EARTH)
17 131 (EXCESSIVE FILTERING)
18 39 (EXCESSIVE FILTERING)
19 42 (EXCESSIVE FILTERING)
20 68 (EXCESSIVE FILTERING)
21 64 (EXCESSIVE FILTERING)
22 119 700 5 350 2
66
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Figure 30 (cont. ) .
Station P1 H1 P2 H2 f3
23 13 600 4 600 1
24 14 600 5 600 1
25 11 600 4 1200 1
26 9 700 4 1300 1
27 12 820 6 1000
28 17 1400 12
20 17 1340 11
.-'
30 16 800 5 950 1
31 r-J5 (SIGNAL BELOW NOISE LEVE~)
32 104 (595)
33 81 (720 )
34 109 950 5
35 87 1400 17
36 99 1050 5
37 77 1050 5
38 103 440 68 440 5
39 43 440 67 440 5
40 71 1020 5
41 74 1080 5
42 92 1050 6
43 58 945 5
44 5~ 900 5
45 144 775 6
67
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Figure 30 (cant. ) .
Station P1 H1 P2 H· ('32
46 45 (41)
47 29 (41 )
48 20 (295)
49 15 940 1
50 20 (272 )
51 60 (RECORDER PEN BROKE DURING MEASUREMENT)
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zone which is particularly noticeable on the 1972 resi~tivity
map. The displacement on the rift is characterized by a
resistivity high on the 1973 map. As discussed in the
hydrology section, it is thought that the East Rift dike
system forms a barrier to ground water movement from the
heavy rainfall area to the north. The higher resistivities
to the north could result from saturation with fresh water
instead of more saline sea water which produces lower resist-
ivities toward the ocean.
Two cross f1ections were drawn to summnrize the electromag-
netic interpretation results. The cross sectjons w~re
selected to two very different re~ions of the survey. Cross
section A-A' (Figure 31) illustrates a dike complex in the
rift area. This type of structure is characterized by
higher resjstivities. Cross section B-B' (Figure 32) shows
the low resistivity zone which begins at the surface and
becomes more conductive at a depth of about 700 m. It is
presumed that this resistivit~r low is a result of both salt
in solutj on in ground 'Water and heat. Su.rrounding resis-
tivity zones are als6 influenced by salt wat~r under~round.
Comparison of DC and~ Methods
A comparison was made of th0 ~pr~~ent resistivities
from the dipole resistivity (DC) data and the maximum-






















Figure 31 r Cross section A-A' through the northern
part of the survey. See Figure 16 for
cross section location. 0 -...--'-...L..IL-.L........._~....
IKM ~
o
8Figure 32. Cross section B-B' through the southern part of the
survey. See figure 16 for cross section location.











(TDET,n (l:~ ta. Fi r:;t thc survey o.reo. W:18 brokC'n into one-
square-kilometer cells (8C8 Fi~lre 330.) DC resistivities
from four sources which covered the area were averaged for
each cell. The same was done for the two TDIDfl surv~ys.
Figure 33b summarizes the results of this comparison. The
However, with the
dashed line is the fDC = fTDEM line.
the two methods are very much alike.
Resistivities from
TDE1\~ method f versus dep~h j nforrnation is gained at each
staT,ion, while wi th thp- DC method, only a Pa value i8
obtained at p-ach station. Therefore, TDEM is a better
exploration tool.
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On0-ki lometer S(lu:!.re cpll s f'or which there were DC and TDEM
datel available for averA.cinp: ar01md the 1972 bip(')lp AtJUY'('e.
See Fi~ure 29d for locatlon.
o() 41:) 8)( 0, 1) (87) (110)
')'1
~... - 76 113(::'0) (86) (1013 )
1° 42-(:~n ) 4-1
r (35) ( 51)
1.9 12 16
P
(?3 ) ( 17) ( ~?)
19(23)
1,n 17 7( 18) ( 22) (5 )
HI
( 11)
One-kilometer S01J~!'r:- cells for which there Were DC and TDEM
dat;-, Q'-T3j 13b' P f();~ !1"prnp:i.np: ar0u"Hl "'ourrp cipole? ~pe
Fi'l)rR '?<Ja f0r location. I~:.+'c' from "ource 7 wasincJ uded
for ::lvn~:lp'inp- ::1 c WP 11
Figure ~ ~a. Sketf'h m~ps of ~vf'r':::t~in"" "c011f'1t. Plain num-
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Figure 33b. Average apparent resistivities from 1 km 2 areas cpmpared with






Field datn from n time-domain electromagnetic survey in
the East Rift Zone of Kilauea were interpreted using a layered-
earth model. First, the maximum voltage of the transient
signal is multiplied by a geometric factor to give a value
for apparent resistivity. This calculation is simple and
can be quickly plotted and contoured in the field. Geologic
intprpret2tions may be gained from this preliminary tech-
niquA. With computer as:>istance, a more sophisticated
interpretation of the data is possible. After the step
response of the recordjng eQuipment is removed through
deconvolution, the data are compared with a set of asymptotic
three-layer curves. From a first estimate obtained from the
asymptotic match, theoretical three-layer curves are com-
puted in both frequency and time domains for a more exact
mntching. Both methods give comparable results. Finally,
a lenst-s~uare~-fit computer program is used to improve the
match. The ar.ymptotic interpretation procedure works well
for conductive-basement CUMres but for resistive-basement
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curves, another first-estimate appro~ch mu~t be employed.
Silva (1969) has published a two-layer catalog and Daniels'
work (1974) contains a few sample two- and three-layer
curves. Both of these references may be employed to begin
the interpretation process. The least-squares-fitting
technique should be considered a refinement procedure. If
the input parameters are within 2010 of their true values,
the fitting program can reduce the ID~S error to less than
one. However, if the initial estimate is not good, a false
match will result. Reasonable results require good judge-
ment; the interpretation should be geologically meaningful.
Geologic Interpretation
The electromaenetic data and the DC data were combined
for geologic interpretations (See Figure 34). It was
found that the resistivities calculated with both DC and EM
methods were generally the same. Moreover, the EM data
provided information on resistivity versus depth at each
station. This added dimension makes the electromaenetic
method a superior exploration tool.
A magnetic high and gravity high are characteristic of
dense near-surface material. The DC and EM data revealed
a resistivity high in the same region. All of these data
indicate a shallow dike complex along the surface expres-
















~igure 34. Summary map of DC and TDEM data.
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Of ~eothermal interest was a low-resistivity zone
approximately two kilometers south of the rift which
appeared in both the DC and EM data. A cross section
shows this zone becoming more conductive at a depth of
about 700 m. The only way to completely evaluate the geo-
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CATALOG OF INTERPRETATION COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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This catalog contains six computer programs used for
time-domain electromagnetic data reduction and interpretation.
Precedinp each FORTRAN IV program listing is a flow diagram










This program reads in the digitized step-response
and prints out a Fourier transform of the response.
(Programmed by G. V. Keller).
This program: 1) reads in digitized signals and
stacks them when necessary,
2) reads in the output of SYSTEM.F4
the step-response of the recording
the stacked signal through deconvol-
3) smooths the deconvolved signal,
and 4) converts the smoothed, decon-
volved voltages to apparent resistivities. (Pro-
grammed by G. V. Keller).
This proeram reads in frequencies and the real
part of tne frequpncy function, and transforms
the function to the time domain using a polygonal-
approximation cosine transform method. For this
study, this program was used to convert theoretical
frequency-domain CU~Tes to the time domain for
C'll.rVe m:l tching in the time domain.
Thin program reads in a time function and trans-
forms the flmction usinp a poly€"onal-approximation
transform method. The real part of the frequency
function is printed out. For this study, this





curves to the frequency domain for curve matching
in the frequency domain and for use in the program
EMINT. F4.
This program reads in geometric parameters and a
layered earth model and calculates the real part
of the frequency function for linp-loop coupling.
(Programmed by J. J. Daniels).
This program reads in an ob8e~ed frequency domain
curve (real part of line-loop coupling) and a lay-
ered earth model. Adjustments are made to the
model to find a good fit to the observed curve.
(Programmed by J. J. Daniels).
T-1700
FLOW FOR SYSTEM.F4
1-- Read in number of digitized points (NUM) and sampling
i n t P. rva1 ( DT )
2-- Read in digiti7.Ad point~ from step response (Yk )
3-- Calculnte Q "frefluency" =(11'/NIDIl)* (i) , i=1
4-- Calculate real part of transform for that "frequency"
108
....
where Ck+1= 0k*cos(w)- Sk*sin(w)
C1 = cos(u.»
S, = sinew)
5-- Calculate the imaginary part of the transform for that
"frequency"
NUlVI
Ali = ~ Yk '* Sk+1
k=1
where Sk+ 1 = Sk*cOS (~) + Ck *sin(w)
6__ Calculate amplitude and phase correction factors.
(AR~ + AT 12 )-!Amplitude. =
J. 1(AR~ + AI~ )T
1 1




7-- Increase i by one and repeat steps 3 through 6 until















I~(Y(1).LT.0.0) G~ TO 140~












3008 AIcJ) •• AICJ)
AMP~S)PT(ARC1).AR(1).AI(1)OAIC1»
00 ,32'09 I=1,M'2
AMcSrJRT CAR (I) *AR CI) +A I (I) *A I CI) )
CCI).AMp;rlOATCI)/AM
PHC ( I) 11:1. 5708.PH

















1-- Read in # data points, type of measurement, digitizing
interval.
2-- ReQd in the output of SYSTEM.F4.
3-- Read in title and R, source length, current, and source/
receiver angle.
4-- Read in a scaling factor.
5-- Read in voltages for each transient and count the number
of transients.
6-- Average each time value for all the transients and cal-
culate a standard deviation.
7-- Test to see if each valu9 is within two standard deviations
of the average. Reject values which are not.
8-- Calculate ear:y and late resist[illce (values not necessary
for this interpretation technique).
9-- Print time, # of signals included in the final stack,
average, standard deviation, and late and early R.
10--C~lculate a geometric factor and store.
11--Convert time signal to 8J~:rpli tude and phase as def'cri bed
in SYSTEM.F4.
12--Removp the step response of the recording system by
multiplying the amplitude and amplitude correction
factors and by adding the phase and phase correction
f8-ctors.
1~--Revprse the transform procesf; to give deconvolved vol-
tages and times.
14--Make time evenly spaced on a log plot.
15--Use Lagrangian interpolation to find voltages on the
T-1700
equally-spaced log plot.
16--TIeplace v with log(v)and t with log(t).
17--Applya three point ( i,1, ~) weighted average for
initial smoothing.
112
18-- Do a seven-point average for each point to smooth the
data.
19--Convert log(t) hack to t an~ log(v) back to v.
20--Mul tiply Yoltagee by 8 pometric factor (211R4/3AILcos 19-)
to give apparent resistivities.
?1--Also calculate f'late' 6 depth, and A conductance which
are not used here.
22--Print time, fa' f 1ate ' 6 depth, and Llconductance.
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COMMENT ~ILE K7.F4 IS INTE~D(O FOR STACKING OF EM TRANSIENTS
COMMUJT I"i)E X1 IS 'JEGATIVE FOR WIRE TO WIRE COUPLING
COMME~T 1~oEX1 IS 1ERO FOR WIRl TO LOOP COUPLING
COMt-1EhjT I'lCE Xl IS POSITIVE FOR LOOP TO LOOP COuPLl~G
COM ~1!: ~~ T F" r; R01 • 0ATIS THE r!L. E r 0R I ~J PUT 0 ATA
COMME~T rO~V2.QAT IS THE FILE FUR INPUT DATA
COMME~IT FGP13.0AT IS THE FIL.E wITH SYSTEM RESPO~JS(
COMMENT FOR~7.nAT IS T~E FIL( FOR PLOTTER OUTPUT
COM ~~E\) T PRO Gf, Ai K 1 CAL L S K1 003 AND K1 ~ 05 ASS U8 PRO GRAM S
oI" E;~S10;,: x)( ( 2 f2l ) , X( 2 ~ , 100 ) , A5 ( 16 ) , ~J( 100 ) , AV2 ( 10" ) , S( 100 ) ,
1A3(6),Ave100),qLATE(1~0),REARLY(1~0),Y2(1~0),C(le0)






DO 6 i' 5 I -1 , NP~(T
605 READ eIJ,6J6) C(I),P~C(I)
606 FO~MAT(2E12.5'
1019 FoQMAT(I3,12,F10.e)








971 F"ORM/lT(lX,'OF"F'SET DISTANCE IS ',F'6.12',' METERS')
WRITECJ2,972) Ai
972 F"ORMAT(lX,'LOOP AREA IS ',~6.4,' SQUARE KILOMETERS!)
WRrTE (12,973) A2
973 rO~MATe1'l(, 'SO'JRCE LEf\GiH IS ',F5,0,' METE~S')
WRITE (12/974) CUR
974 FO~MAT(1X,'CURRENT IS ',F5.1,' AMPERES')
WRITE (12,975) T~ETA










READ( IldOi.2) exx( r l .1~1,22)
IF"eXX(1)+17J0.) 7,8,9
9 DO Hi I=l,?12I
NP,< T=:~ Pi'J T+ 1
1 V'1 X( " C~ SF, 'I PI, T ) III XXCI )
GO TCi 3
SCO"Tt'JL[









00 24 1=1 "I CAS E
IFCXCI,3» 25,24,24






o0 3 2 I I: 2 , ;', 0 N T
00 32 ·,J:1, ~·CA5~
3' X(J,1):X(J,I)-X(J,l)
DO 33 t=2,':PNT




35 DO 37 J=2,~pNT
37 X(t,J):~X(I,J)
3 6 C0 \: T t l\j UE
:5 4 CON T1"w E
~ =r L t1 A T ( :,j CAS E )
DO 31~ JP~T=2,NPNT
AV ( J P ~J T ) c:; 1;1
00 3J9 JCASE-1,NCASE
3~9 AV(JPNT).AVeJP~T).X(~CAS[,JP~T)
310 AV ( J P'I T ) • AV ( J P \1 T ) 17:.






00 315 JP:J1 =2, NPNT
N e.JP 'H) :I: k.l
AV2CJP,\iT):,'
Tt. ST1- 2 • *S ( J P~\ T)
DO 322 JCASE=1,NCASE
TEST2=A8S(x(JCASr,JP~T)-AV(JP~T»
1~07 FORMAT(II?X, 'E~ITEn A~O STACKED DATA'/I,





321 AV2 eJ P ~ ~ T ) : AIj 2 ( J PNT) + X ( J CAS ~ 1 ~JP;,j T )
N ( .J P!,; T ) r: : ( J PNT) .. 1
322 CO'TI~JUE
315 AV2(JP~"T):AV2(JPNT)/FLOAT(;\j(JP:\lT»
CA( L r<1"~'1(P,Al,A2.CLR.THETA,RETA, I NDEX1,F"ACTOR,SCAI..E
2,XPNT1.XPT2)
00 333 JP~T=2,~PNT
8 ell! F () -I ~ A T ( 10 X , , I ~!DEX 1 : I tIt / )
IF(J'!OEXU 601,602,61::2
60 1 0 C~. E V :II ( f.. \1 2 ( r'J P,., T - 4 ) + AV2 CtJPNT - 3 ) • AV2 ( NPNT .. 2 ) ) /3 I
REARLYeJPJT): FACTORo(AV2(JPNT)-DCLEV)
r~l .• T( (JP'·'T) = SCALE I ( ( (AV2 (JP'JT >-DCLEV) .flOAT (JPNT"l)
l"OT) .. oXf';;Tt)
GO TU ~Q:3










333 CO~ TI \iU[
t',O U': 1 J r :oJl :I 2 , NP,'I T
1 I ~'e::~rL.OA T(JP:'iT-l) .[1r






701 00 7~4 J 2 2,NPNT
DCOLEV=(Y?(NpNT-4).Y~(~pNT-3)+Y2(NpNT~2»)/3.
'04 Y2(J):Y2(J)-DCOLEV
7 ~ 2 C0 ... ~ T r \l;J E
[) 0 4:H 1=2 , NP~;T
TIME:rLOAT(I-l)~DT
f~ll:1fACTOH.Y2( t)





404 Cfh T1 .'J I' E





00 5 1\ 2 J PH :: 1 , :~ 3
502 Y2'JP~T)=Y2{JpNT.1)
1015 FORMAT(/I////,2X,10A~)




COMMr~l PRJG~Av TO G~ERATE GEOMETRIC FACTORS
c
C
C~O~*OGli.O* •••~oo**... ** ... *ao ••• ********.*~****... o •• o* 0*.






5CAL E::: X... 1 • 5*1 • E-12 • CI JR.. A1 ... II 2 / '1. 2 •
FA CT,) R. ( 6 • 2832" R". 3 .. COS ( BET ,~ /57 • 3 ) ) / ( ( 3 ... S1~,I ( THE TA/5 7 ' 3 ) ... 2
2-2, )*CLiRoAl*A2)
GO Tn l~e



















C C I 3 THE AMP L 1TtJ 0 r. COR RECT I 0 \1 FA CTOR
C PHC IS TYE PHASE CO~RlCTION FACTOR
C x IS THE STEP RESPO~SE FUNCTION
C NPNT IS THE' NUMOEC? CF' POPHS
C'r***.*~*.*****o*****~*****o•••*.***~***~*.**.*.*.*••*.*.0••
SU8R!jJTII\!( 1<1003 CX.I\P~T,Y2,(';,F'HC)
oTHE NS ION eel 0 '3 ) , PH C( 1 00 ) , XCHH'I ) , A( 10" ) , B ( 100 ) ,
2PHX(10V),Vc10r).V2Cl~~)
X(1)IIl,
















6 COr·:T I \ll)(
8CJ)III .. \iCJ)












ACI ) .: ( ACr2 ) ... A( I .3 ) ) / 2 '.
30128CTl:eH(I2)+BCI3»/2.
o0 1 :.) J :: j , ;'J UMB£R
















Y2 (J) aV2 (J) /F"l.OA T ('Juf'i8~R) *2.
H1 CO'iT I ~~UE
HE TIJR t\J
COM MEN T SIJ HRl) UTI ,I E ,. 0 CO ;'(v' E'H A TRAN S lEN T TOT HE LOG DO MAl N
c A~O S~OOT~.
ENe
c v IS THE TRANSIENT
C NPNTIS THE ~JUH8[ R Cr pap; TSIN T~E TRAN SIE: NTAT F" IRS T
C DELTAT IS T~E DIGITIlING I~TERVAL IN SECONOS
C F"AcTOR IS THE EARLY TIME GEOMETRIC F"ACTOR
C SCALE IS THE LATE TIME GEOMETRIC rAcTOR
c )( p 1,1 T1 1STHE EXP0 \J £: NT 0N T I H E F' 0R LATE RES 1ST 1V1TY
C XPT2 IS THE ROOT FeR LATE RESISTIVITY
C WIRE/LOOP XPNT1=2.5, XPT2=.6667, CALL Kl~06
C WIRE/~IRE XPNT1=1.5, XPT2=.6667, CALL Kl~07
C LOOP/Lnop
Cu~.u*~~ •• ~*•• ~o •••**o*••••••••****.o••*.**•• *•••*.*•• ••••••
SuPROUTINE K1005(V,~FNT,DELTAT,rACTOR,SCALE,XPNT1,XPT2,A5)
oI~1Ei\jSlor; 'd10~) ,T(le~) ,X(400) ,Y1<HJ0) ,A5(10)




1'1 U~' BER=NP~\j T-1


















































17 ~ CON T PH.! £
171 X(I).X(I).TERM
GO TO 21
18 X(I) a 0
Nl'J""l
N2I1J+l
o0 18 1 K1 ~ :, 1 , ~,12
TERM-VCK1)
DO 183 K2=Nl, ~J2
IF(Kl.K2)lf4,183.184
184 TERM.TER~.(TIHE~T(K2»/(T(Kl)-TCK2»





































WRITE( 144,910)LASTPL, IGRID, IPOS, INEG
910 FOR!'1AT(412)
4444 FORMAT(3 X,'TIME EA~LV LATE DELTA DELTA',I























303 CO.\T I NUE
WRITE CI44,7) TtME,RATI0







1-- Read in resistivities and thicknesses for three layer~.
2-- Read in 1 number of freowmci 8S (W) and corresponding
real part (XX) of the frequency function.
3-- Calculate the zero-time value:
1-1
Fzero == ~ 1/rr (XIh+1-XXn)(Wn+1-Wn )
n==1




1-1L 2/(l1t 2 )
n=1
xx .-XX. 1J J+
W. 1-W.J+ J
(Cosw.t - CosW. 1t)J J+
5-- Calculate the step response by replacing XX. with -XX./W.
and repeat steps 3 and 4. J J J
6-- Print out time and corresponaing transform function and
step-response function.
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C:::::::::: J l: I::::: S::::: 1::::::::: J:;:::: I::::::::: I; J: I:::::: I: I: I: J I
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE COSI:'~E TRA~SF'ORM OF THE REAL PjRT
C or ANY FUNCTION. A POLYG~NAL-APPRJXIMATION TRANSFORM
C METHOC IS USED. THE STEP RESPONSE IS ALSO CALCULATED.
C:I:::::
ouTPUT fILE -- rOR02.0AT
c:::::::: c.::: I::::: S::::: 11:::::::: J:::::: I::::::::: 1: I: S: 11:;: I: I: %:::








10~3 FORMATC20X,' RESISTIVITY:' ,Ele..2,5X,'TH1CKNESS=' ,£10·3)
1:1
37 READ(1,1~2) W(I),XX(I),yvCI)
IFCWCI).GT.20.0) GO TO 38
I : I" 1
GO TO 37
71 FORMAT(' TIME-DOMAIN CURVE FROM COSINE TRANSFORM OF M(J)',~x.
1'ST(P RESPONSE OF THE TIME CURVE')
38 wRITE(2,12)
72 FORMAT(6X.'TlME' ,8X, 'AMPL-ITUDE' ,30X, 'TIME' ,aX, 'AMPLITUDE')
T=J.0
F l ER0=it' • ~~
C CALCULATE THE lERO.TIME VALUE
o0 4'1:: 1 , I - 1
4 FlERO • Fl(RO .«1.~/PI).(XX(~·1)-XXCN».(W(N+1)-W(N»)
7 FORMAT(2E15.7,22X,2E15.7)








IFCT.GT.1000.) GO TO 100
6 CO~:TI~UE
C CALCULATE THE STEP RESPC~SE





















1-- Read in resistivities and thicknesses for three layers.
2-- Read in I number of times (T) and corresponding values
(X) of the time function.
(SinT.W - SinT. 1W)J J+
3 Calculate the real part of the fr~quency
frequency, W, = 0.001 to W = 1000.
1+1 XX j - XX j +1
Sk = 2: 1/w ------
k=1 T j + 1 - T j
function from




C nn S PROGRA~' CALCULATES THE F"0URIER TRANSFORM OF" A 'tIME; ..DOMAl~
c FUNCTro,l USING A POLYGO~AL APPROXIMATION TRANSFORM METHOD,









wRITE(2,10J3) CRCI),D(I),I a 1,N)
10~3 FORMAT(' RESISTIVITYJ',E10.2,5X, 'THICKNESS~',E10,3)
I =t
37 REAOC1,102) T(l),XX(I)
IFCT(I),GT.10.0) GO TO 38
1=1+1
GO TO 37
11 FOR~QT( r r~EQUE~CY~DCMAIN CURVE rRoM SINE TRANSrORM OF H')
3$ WRIT(2,72)
12 FORMA T(;5>-, •rREQUENCY' ,IX, 'AMPL 1TUDE' )
7 F'ORMAT(2E15.7)
w=.0C1l1














NOTF: For detailed derivation of the equation and program
see Daniels (1974).
1-- Read in angle, R, numberof layers, number of frequencies.
2-- Head in thicknesses and resistivities for each layer.
3-- Read in current and source length.
4-- Read in each frequency to be calculated.




-xH _ I ds sin -e- e .
z .-
I -- current x-- dummy variable of integration
B -- r/J
J 1 Bessel function of the 1st
order
bk -(x-y )e k
g Ag
y In( 1/g)
ds -- source length
~-- source/receiver angle
x -- In B
<5 2__ 2 \1/F W
dk -- sinc(x)*e
x J 1 (x)
1
j (-1)~ f1 1st layer resistivity
r -- source-receiver separation f -- 417'*10-7
vJ -- frequency




COLORACO SCHOOL or MINES
F'ERRUARY 1974
PROGRAM E~Fwr ~AS DEVELOPED ON A DEC PDP~10 COMPUTER AT THE
COLORADO SCHOOL or:- MPIES. FORTRAN PROGRAMING LANGUAGE IS USEO
THROUG",OUT
FIELDS FOR A HOMOGE~CUS HALr~SPACE (1 LAYER) MAY BE COMPUT£O
BY USING A TWa LAYER MocEL WITH RHO(2)=RHO(1). MoDELS
FOR MORE THAN THREE LAYERS HAY 8E COMPUTED SIMPLY BY INCREASING
THE DIMENSIONS OF THE ARRAYS.
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES T~( VERTICAL H FIELD, THE X~COMPONE~T
or THE ELEcTRIC F'lE~D, THE V-C'1MPO"JENT OF" THE ELEcTRIc F'IELD,
A~D THE COM8I~EO ~ORI20hTAL ELECTRIC FIELD COMPONENTS (EC.
SI~(2.A~G)EX"COS'2*ANG>EV) FOR A 1,2,OR 3 LAYERED EARTH, THE SCURCE
IS AHORI~ONTAL CURRE~T DIPOLE
Nrw= T~E ~UM8ER or rREQUE~OIES TO 8E CALCULATED
R: SOURCE~N(CElVER SEPERATION
ANG.ANGLE,IN O~GREES, o[~lNING SOURCE-RECEIVER ORIENTATION
rF'cF'REnIJENCY IN HERTZ
F=ANGULAR rREOUENCY
~~ THE NU~8ER OF LAYERS
~P(I)= LAYER THICKNESS
RH(l): LAYER RESISTIVITY
CH(I>: COErFICIENTS FOR CALCULATING THE Jl HANKEL TRANsrORH
YH<I): A8SCISSA VALUES FeR CHell
CErI): COEF"FICIENTS FOR CALCULATING THE J~ HANKEL TRANSfORM
YE<I): ABSSCISSA VALUES FOR CALCULATING GEel)
CI • SOURCE-DIPOLE CURqE~T
OS. SOuRCE-OIP0LE LENGTH
o = NORMATIiED THICKNESSES
RKa NORMALIlED RESISTIVITI£S





















































c0 r·~M0 \1 I GI C/O ( 3 ) , RK < 3 ) , RHe3 ) , 'J ,DE L •R
CO~MO~ ICV/CI,DS, A~G,F',X,YH(48),CH(4e),VE(61),CE(61),TM
DATA
&YH/~4.53G7316( ~,~4.~004731E 0,-4.0702146E 0,-3.8399561( e,
& -3,6096976£ 0,-3.3794391E 0,-3.1491806[ ~,-2.9189221( 0,
& ;2,6886636( 0,-2.4384051F ~,-2.2281466E 0,-1.9978881E 0,
& -l,7676296E 0,-1.5373711E 0,-1.3e71126E 0,-1.0768541E 0,
& ;8,4659563E-l,-6.1633713E-l,-3.8607863E-l,-1.5582013E~1,















1.229730 9 E ~,
2.146764 9 E 0,












&CH/3,101~561E-6, 1~88~2098E-5, 5.4819540E-5. 9.2891682E-6,
& l,5523239E-4, 3~0J4.652E-5, 3,5338144(-4. 1.47980'~E"4,
& 7.7342317(-4, 5.3510657[-4. 1.71 7 0605£-3, 1.6387239(-3,
& 3.92416~3E-3, 4~~/96508E-3. 9.2111468E-3, 1.2130467£-2,
& 2.1938415£-2, 3;~e53660E-2, 5.1973594£-2, 7.4661566E-2,








&YE/~6.8348046E 0,.6.6045461E 0,-6.3742816E 0,-6.1440291£ 0,
& .5.9137706E 0,~5.6835121E 0,-5.45325J6r. 0.-5.2229951£ 0,
& ~4.9927366E 0,.4.7624781E 0,-4.5322196E 0,~4.3019611£ 0,
& ~4.~717e26E 0,~3.d414441E 0,-3.6111856E ~,-3.3809271E 0,
& ~3.15v16686E 0~-2.~204101F. 0,-2.b901516E ~,-2.4598931E 0,
& ~2.2296346E 0,-1.Y993761E 0,·1.7691176E 0,-1.53a8591E 0,
& .1.3086~06E 0,-1.Z?a3421E 0,-8.4808358£-1,-6.1782'08E-1,
& ~3.8756658E-1,.1.5730808E-l, 7.2950416(-2, 3.0320892E-1,
& 5,j346742E-l, 7.6372592(-1, 9.9398442£-1, 1.2242429£ 0,
& 1.4545?14E 0, 1.6847599F. 0, 1.9150184E 0, 2.145216~E 0,
& 2.3755354£ 0, 2.605793 9 E 0, 2.8360524E 0, 3.0663109E 0,
& 3.2965694E 0, 3.5268279~ 0, 3.7570864E 0, 3.987~449E 0,
& 4.2176034E 0, 4.4478619E 0, 4.6781204E 0, 4.9083789E 0,
& ~.1386374r. 0. 5.~688959E 0, 5.5991544E 0. 5.8294129E 0,
& 6.0596114E 0, 6.~899299E 0, 6.5201884E 0, 6.7504469£ 0,
& ~.9807~54E 0/
DATA
&CE/7,32609~7E-4, 5~6326423E-4, 1,3J27237[~4, 7.5331222[-4,
& 3.5918326£-4. 1.0500608~-3, 7,1530982[-4, 1.5160070(-3,
& 1,2841617E-3, 2~2497985~-3, 2,1906186[-3, 3.4076782£~3,
& 3.6321245E-3, 5~2376028~-3, 5,9212519[-3, 8.13j5877E-3,
& 9.552'?62E-3, 1.2108615[-2, l,53~5589E-2. 1.9941~e6£-2,
& 2.4396626£-2. 3.1333652[-2. 3.a683~65E-2, 4.9127993[-2,
& 6.~~24806E·2. 7.6~14344E-2, 9,3928346£ ft 2. 1.15 45021[-1'
& 1.3868663E-1. 1~6248847E-l. 1,8114332[-1, 1.8424433(-1'
& 1.5556741E-1, 6~8592481E-2,-8.8339029E-2.-2.8819226E-1,
& .3.5565260E-11-5~6288677E-2, 4,8186942E-1,-5.15164'3E~2,






14 FGh I-' :\ T ( 1 x, 12 , 1 x• ' L 4Yt. RS ' , 2)( • ' SI) URCE cUR RE\; T: ' ,
&F8 • 3 , 2 x, 'S 0UReEL E ~lG,. Y. • , r 1:1 • 2 , I , , A\J GL E: s:: ' , F' 8 • 2 , 2 X ,
&'SCURCE-RECEIVER SEPER'TI0~=·.E12.4./)
1S FOP 1'1 AT ( 3x, 'l AVER ' , J X. 'rotE SIS T I VIT Y , , 3 X, • THIe KNE: S5 ' )
16 rO~MAT(1X,I5,4X,El1.5,JX,E10.4)
T:"'1700 127
1~ FORMATCII,3X, 'F'RECUEf\CY' ,4X, 'H(REAL)' ,6X. 'HC IMAG)' ,6X, 'Ee



















00 2 JJ::l, ~'I
2 RKCJJ)~RHC1)/RH(JJ)
WRITECIOuT,le)













CONVOLUTION SUMS roR EX,
f:"IELO cOMPONENTS
SUM: CQ\lV':)LUT I ON SUM FOR HI!
S~EY1,S0EYO, SUEX1, S0(XO AS OErI~EO ON PAGE 10 OF THESIS
SUE y11: C0 ~l VOL uTI 0N SU'-1 FOR [Y 1
SUEYO= CO:!'vOLuTION SU"l F'OR EXl
SLJ EX 1= co' ~ VOL LJ TION SII ~1 r 0REX 3
SUEXO~ CO~VOL~TION SUM FOR EX2
H1= CLOS ED .. FOR ~1 HOM aGE NCUS HAL r ... 5PAC E ExPRE SSION FOR He
EX= X-CO~PO~ENT OF THE ELECTRIc FIE~D FOR A LAYERED EARTH
[Y= Y~ca~PO~ENT 0' THE ELECTRIC FIELD FOR A ~AYERED EARTH
EX1: (LOSED-rrRM EXPRESSION FOR A HOMOGENOUS HALF ... SPAC~
(x .. CO~iP0f\jENT)
EYi: ~L0SED~rORM EXPRESSION FOR A HOMOGENOUS HALF-SPACE
(Y·COMPONENT>
(2 CLOSEo.rORM EXPRESSIC~ fOR A HOMOGENOUS HALr .. SPACE
( CO~81NED ELECTRIC FIELD)
[c= COMBINED ELECTRIC FIELD FOR A LAYERED EARTH




c* ~ ~ If * * I, • CHllt ....... SU8 R0UT t '~E r: VAL UE
c THIS 5UdROLJTtr'\E CALCULATES THE
C [V, Ee, A~D Hl ELECTROMAGNETIC
C



















C 21= LAYERED EARTH CORR(CT~ON fACTOR




c o·~M0 \j leI/ I CI ,OS, AN G, Ii , X, YHe <48 ) , CHe 48) , YE ( 61 ) , C( ( 61) , TM











c*···*~*o.* ••••••••••• *•• **o••*•• * ••
CAL CuLATE TH£ J 1 HAI,KEL TRAI\! Sr 0R11 S
Cu •••••••••• *••••••••••••••••••• •••••
















SlJ"sCMPLX (0.0, e. 0)
c#~·~.**o.o*~*.. ***.***********~** ••*































C··o****••••••• **** •• *o***•••• * ••••••••• o* •••••••• *
C SlJRROUrINr CALC CALCULAT£S THE LAY[RE~ EARTH CORRECTION FACTORS




T:; 2 '...RK ( N)
V2=CSQRT(CMP~X(Y2,T»
00 9 LI..= 2, ~,
IF(LL.GT,2) GO TO 4
Fl=C~PLX(1,0,A.0)
rlQCMPLX(1.0,~.0)













NOTE: For detailed derivation and discussion of the program
see Daniels (1974).
1-- Read in angle, R, current, source length, number of
frequencies, and ll.
2-- Read in frequency and Real (HZ) pairs from the observed
curve.
3-- Read in the parameters that may be varied.
4-- Read in estimated resistivities and thicknesses.
5-- Read in a normalization factor.
6-- Calculate theoretical curve from the model of Step 4
using the method described for EMFWD.F4.
7-- Calculate a RMS error, ;, = i~ (Yobserved-Ymodel) 2
8-- Calculate Q correction vector (~).
<:;-- r;alculate new parameters: Pnew == Pold + S
10-- Calculate a new theoretical curve.
11-- Repeat steps 7 through 10 until ¢ js small enough or
five times.
1?-- The smallest ¢ and the adjusted resistivity and thick-
ness values are printed out.
T-1700 131
DROG1AM E~I~T WAS CEVELOPED ON A DEC PDP-10 COMPUTER
AT THE CO~OHADO SCHOOL cr MINES, rORTRAN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 15






c~ •••• ~* ••••••• * •• PRoGRA~1 [HINT ~** ••••*.*.*.*.*•••• **•••••
C T'llS PROGRAM 0SES ~AR~UAROT'S ALGORITHM TO ADJUST fIRST
C GUESS PARA~ETERS TO rIT THE O~SlRVEO DATA. THE SOURCE IS
C ASSUMED TO 8£ A CURRE'lT DtPOL~. RECEIVER COMPONENTS WHICH T~lS









C ~OLORADC SCHOOL OF MI~ES
C rE8~UARY 1974
CC*~*.***.*.*.o*.*•••• *.*••••• VA~IA8LES ••••••••••••••••••••
C NCOMP:?l ~ REAL PART O~ ~2 CALCULATED
~ ANGc A'G~E (I~ DEGREES) CEflNING THE SOURCE4RECEIVER ORIENTATION
C l-h SOURCE~!iECEIVER SEPERATION
e ell: SOURCE CURRF.NT
e 0 Sc SO;, ReEL ENG TH (1 N :'1 E1 ERS )
C VNORM: NOR~ALI~ATI0N ~ACTOR rOR THE INPUT Y VALUES ( E.G. IF
c T~E AVER~GE VALU[ FeR 20 lX VALUES <.T 2~ DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES)
c IS .100~E·10, VNORM SHOULD Sf .100P0E~1~) .
C lEe THE NUMBER Or x-v PAIRS OF VALUES TO BE INPUT
C XCI)= THE ITH FREOUENCY
C YCI): THE ITH vALUE O~ T~E ELF.CTR~MAG~£TIC riELD COMPONENT
C CORRESP~~DING TO T~E ITH FREQUENCY
C ~~ :; THE NUMBER 0r LAVE~ S l;\j , HEr 1RST- GUESSM ODE L
C HP(I): ITH LAYER THICKNESS
C R~(l)= ITrl LAYeR PESISTlvITY
c ~~ CHOICE 0F PARAMETERS TO BE VARIED **
C IFXE(J1~0 THE JTH PARAMETER IS NOT VARIED
C IFxE(J)=l THE JTH PARAMETER IS VARIED
C TwO LAYER nROEh:
C J:l ~ RI J-2 ~ RH(1)1 JQ3 ~ ~P(l): J=4 ~ RH(Z)
C THPEE LAYE· ORoERI
C Jel ~ R' J=2 ~ RH(l), JI3 ~ HP(l)1 J~4 ~ RH(2)IJ=5 ~ HP(2),
C J=6" Ri-leJ)
C~* •• **<·*.··o*.* ••••• ** •• *** ••••• ** ••••• **o.*.*.*•••••••• *•••••
CO~MO~ leVI CI,DS,A~G,FX,Xx.TM
CO'; M0~~ / QCI 0De3 ) , RKI< CJ ) , RHH( 3 ) , N , 0EL, RR




c**.*.*a ••• **.*.* •• *.**.***************.
C READ I T~[ GATA U~OER T~E LOGICAL UNIT "IN"
C~*••• O~**•••*.*•• *••••• ** ••**••• ******.
RE,\OC I'"UMJG,R,CI .OS .IE:,N,NCO~P
~:r, a I (
F0 '<"1 AT ( E )
rOP"1AT<4F,jI)
READCI~,9)(X(I),V(I).WTS(I),I=1,NFW)









00 4 JJ=1, f:Fw






8 ( ',C T+ 1 ) ~"p (JeT)




THIS IS A MOOlrlED V£RSIQN Of THE ORIGINAL
GEOPHYSICS LEASr-SQUAR£S PROGRAM wRITT~N BY JORGE
PARRA.
SU8RJJTI\[ ~ONLS2 (~P~R,IFXE,IE,X,Y,WTS,8,NCOMP,YNORM)
C****.**** •••**.*.· SUBROUTINE NONLS2 •••• *••••••••••••••••••••
C THIS SU8RJUTI~E CONTROLS 'HE LEAST-SQUARES CURVE rITTING








C.**.**~*.*L£AST SQUARES SLBROUTINE.···.··.···* ••••• o •••••••
C NVAR:# or UNFIXED PARAMETERS
C \/PAR:tt UF Ji\lK:,IOWN PARAMETERS OF F > LINOUT
C ~FTS=hOF ~BSERVATION POI~TS
C I IN:: 0UTP'H (F' LAG ~ "1: NO 0LTPUT, 0 , 1 , 2:: 0UTPUT)
C FAIL:oUTPUT(0,1,2=CONVERGENCEI3,4,5~NO CONVERGENCE)
C ~AXITR=THE MAXIMUM * OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED
C IFXE=ACCURACY(IFX(K)=l,THE KTH PARAMETER IS ALLOWED TO VARYJ
C IFXE(~)D0, THE KTH PARAMETER IS FIXED AT ITS INPuT VALUE)
C "JEXT=,
C LI~MI\c?
C X(IE,?)=DOU8LY DI~(NSIO~EO ARRAY HOLDING THE OBSERVATIONS
C (INDEPENDENT vA~l.BLES) AS ROWS OF X
G YC!E)s ARRAY HO~DING TH( DEPENOENT VARIABLE OBSERVATIONS
C WTS=A~RAY HOLQI~G THr ~£LIA81~ITY WEIGHTS FOR EACH POINT
C fIr ~TS;~ THE WEIGHT .1.~1
C ATA=AIft '1ATRIXFROM MARWl,lARDT'S FORriUL.ATION
C B=HOLOS THE I~ITIAL EST1~ATES or THE PARAMETERS. It IFAI~=0
C OR 1, 8 HOL1JS THE CONvERGED PARAMETER SET
C BOB: THE rIt;AL CORRECTICN VECTOR TO THE CONVERGED PARAMETERS
C IPc10*0-5
(, LAH=I-'1AROUAROT' 5 DAMP I :JG CONSTANT
C PHI=(Y(09S) .. Y!~ODEL».*2
C DAC=,('5 I PARABLOIC HINl~Ut-IIlATIOfl,j
C FVALUF=~~BROUTINE THAT CALCULATES THE MODEL
C PARVALaSURROiJTINE THAT CALCULATES THE rlRST DERIVATIVE OF THE
c ~On(L
C A.\;S=C('Rf.lECTIO" VECTOR AT TH[ POI\JTS OF LINEAR MINIMUMIlA,TION
C :; ••••• 0**0 •••00 ••••••••••• 0 .0••••••••0* .








C**~*·*~*o.*o.*.* •••• **.o~••••• **














C OETERMIN[ THt PARAMETERS TO BE VARIED,
c
133
CAl.CIIL,HE THE INITAL SUM OF' SQUARES
NOk"1a0.Er
DO 40 I:: 1 , t., P TS
IF(WTS(I» 20,30,40




\ 0 R!1 ;: F' l.. 0 ,~ T C~~PTS ) / j JCRM
IF(NnRH,EQ,l.E0) GO TO 60
DO 5:~ I=l,~iPTS
~TS(I)=wTS(I)·NORM
EXAf'I, I r, E T ;~ F. WTS ARRfA Y
NVARlljJ
DO lJ.J !:l.rPAR
BOnC! )=8C r 1
A"JSCI)a0.Er
HJ S 1 U ) =~ • t 0


















o0 7 '11 1:r 1 , ',j PTS
NP\JrC=l




cn~~~.*••• ********'.***-**'* •• **














C~*···**············*··.•·•··•••··C GE~ERATE T~E ATA AND ATF ARRAYS
C*·····················.··.·········DO 110 111,1\lPTS
NPI/F'C=l











IFe l;.;,GT,~) WRITE( IO~T,11500) ITER,PHI, CSC 1), Ic1,NPAR)
c*·····*···············.······················C PERfORM A LOCAL SCALING ON T~E ATA MATRIX TO AID CA~CULATIONS.
c.·•.•·.••..•••..•••..••.•••••·•••.•·•••.•.•••
00 12el I.1,~VAR









140 CO\IT I \IU(
c*··*·*~··**·····o••• * •••o••••••••••••••*.*•••o••• * •••
C DETERMINE A VALID LA~OA FOR THl SCA~ED PARTIAL MATRIX.
C GAMA=DIRECTIO\ VECTOR A~GLE
C PHI1=SS EHROP FOR NEW LA~BOA
C**···*o ••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FACal.E+0
CALL ~EWLAM(ATA,LAr',eDB,ATF,ANS,EX,GAMA,'VALUE,PHll,X,Y,WT5,6,
• I0 , IE, i\! VAR, NPTS, NPAR. I F' AL,IN x, I r:')( E, I R, NCO MP, YNOR t-1 )
Ir(I~,GT.0) WRITECTOLT,10600) LAM,P~I1,GAMAC**··.OIl •...... *** •• *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C EP. RELATED TO THE FIRST GUESS (CONTROL.S LAMBDA SO THAT
C LA~BDA DOESN'T GET Ten LARGE) ~XAMPLEIEP~.5 T~EN THE
C GREATEST CHANGE THAT THE PARA~ETERS CAN HAVE IS 50% OF'
C THE ~RrGl~Al fIRST GLESS
c** ••• * ••• **•••**.· •••••• * •••••• • ••• *· •• O*.•*•••••••••••••
150
IF(I~Al... 1> 150,3 90,4lt0
00 16~ I lIl l,NVAR
IF(AB3(A~S(I».GT.(TCLR+EP·A8S(8CI~XeI»») GO TO 180
135T-1700
160 CO~, T p.J iJ E





180 IF(PHI1.GE.PHl) GO TO 22~






.10, IE,NVAR,NPTS,NPAR, IF'AL, INX, IF'XE, IR,NCOMP,YNORM)
IFiIw.GT.~) WRITE(tO~T,10700) LDO,PHI2,GAMA
IFCIF'AL-ll 1921,390,41Z1!>











-10, lE,\lVAR,NPTS,NPAR, IrAL, INX, IFXE, IR,NCOI'1P,YNORM)
IFClw,GT,3) WRITE(IO~T,10100) LDO,PHI2,GAMA
IF(IFAL~l) 230,390,4e~




*10, IE,'JVAR,NPTS,NPAR, IrAL., p~x, IFXE, IR,NCOMP,VNORM)
IFCL10.GT.l.E.6) STOP
IF(r~,GT.0) WRITE(IOLT,109 00) L10,PH13,GAMA
IFcIFAL"1) 250,39~,4e0
~50 IFcPHI3.G(.PHI.AND.L10.GT.1.E+3) GO TO 360





L A~'l =L 1~
GO TO 320
260, IFCGAMA.GE,GAMA0> GO TO 240
FACI:FAC/2.E0




28 21 C0 \i T I'J lJ E
GO TO 430











IF(Iw.LE.1> GO TO 36e
IFCNVAR.EQ.NPAR) GO TO 34~
00 330 I .. l.I\IPAR
330 EXCI>=J.£0











.00 IF(lw.GE.~) WRIT[ClnLT.11900) GAMA,LAM
FAIL:Il4
RETURN
410 IFe tW,GE,0) wRITE( iOUT.1140!3) 1, (BCK) ,KD1d~PAR)
FAIl,. il 6
RE TlIR \J






440 IFCITER.LE.4) GO TO SA
C~*·o.** •••••**.* ••••••••••••••• • ••






4 ':5 el IFCI ',1 • r.; E• 9.1) Wq I T£ CI0LT, 12100) PHI, C8 ( I ) , 1• 1 , ~~PAR )
C**···**··o •••• ** •••• o•••••••••• • ••••••••••• •• ••
C CAL CI ,L ATE THE ST. NO A~ 0 ERR 0R. uSE :-.j PTS..NVAR.. N£ XT AS TIiE DF •
C** ••• ·* •• • •••·*·.· · ·········~OHM.SQRT(PHl/rLOAT(NPTS~NVAR-NEXT»
C**.*.o~ ••••••• * ••••• *•••••••••••o* ••••**••••
c REMAKE THE PARTIAL MATRIX INSTEAD or USI~G T~E RE-SCAL£O MAT~IX.
c THIS COULD EASILV 8E CHANGED.
















IfclrU.EQ.1) GO TO 420
DO 490 I s 1,NVAR .
EX(I)aSQRT(ATA(I+l,I)
490 8DR(1~X(1»=NORM.EX(!)
C~**·.·**·*·~**·····*·*·········C CALC0LATE THE CORRELATION MATRIX
C~*·*··*······*··················00500I=1,i\lVAR
o0 5 I,~ 0 J j: I • NVAR
500 ATA(I.J)=ATA(J.l,I)/(E~(l)·EX(J»
IF(I~.lT.0) RETURN
C·····**····················..··········o.......•.C PRlfJT THE PARAMETERS AND THE STANnARD ERRORS ASSOCATED Tn THEM
c*····**···········································WRITECIOUT,11300) (I~X(I),~(INX(I»,808(INX(I»,lCl,NVAR)
lr(NVA~.EQ.l) GO TO ~20
IfcfAIL.£Q.2) GO TO 540
Coo•••• u ••••••••••••••••••••

























10100 FORMAT(lH,I'. 'F"I"JAL DEVIATIONS'/lH .lX, 'F"R£QUE"~CY' ,3X
&, '08S' ,13X, 'CAL' ,12X. 'O ... C')
1'<' 20" FO..?"1" T ( 1H'" , , I NIT I ALe EVI ATI 0 ,'i S ' 11 H ,13 X, , 08 S ' , 13X, 'C AL. C' , 12 X,
.' o';'c' )
1~30ii FOHI'\AT(1fo/;:l,'rAC=',E14.8,6X,' PHI(FAC):; ',F:14.8)
1~4~VI FOk!'1AT(l H ,'ROW ',I2/(1H ,6E15.6»
lr50? FORMATllH0,'F'INAL A TRANSPOSE A IS NOT POSITIVE DEFINE')
1 06 0 0 FOR MAT ( 1H /1,' I ''J -l. :I " e: 14 • 8, , PHI ( I ~J ~ L) :: " e: 14 •8 ,
.' GAMA:: ',FHL4)
H170(' FOPI'\AT(lH0,' L/10 :: I,E14.8.' PHl(L/10):: ',E14.8,
• • GA~1 A :: " F10 , 4 )
10800 FO;::'MAT(3H0L ,?E14.8/(3H ,16X,6E14.8»
1090~ FORMAT(lH0.' L*10 ~ ',[14.8,' PKI(L.10) V ',E14.8,
iNS" 7
T-1700 138
.. ' GAM A = ',F"HL4)
11~07 fORMATC1 H , '~Ow',t?/(lH ,8£15.b»
1110r,~ F Of.'... I1AT (lHJJ, I INVERSE MATf1TX - LOfJ(R TRIAiJGULAR PORTION')
1120V FORM4T(lH~,'CORRELATl~i~MATRIX LOWER TRIANGULAR PORTION RO~ BY RO~
.PRi;-..JT')
113 ~l(1 F() P ~ II T(1H.JI, I VARIA BLE, , 6X, I PAR A~IETER VALUE' , 5X, , STAN 0ARD £ R~ 0R• I
.. C1H3,4X,12,9X,E15~6.7X,E10.4»
114 en () F0(.,' MAT (1I"1?l, I THr 0 I AGC~ALE I. EME:~ T RES UL. TP,I G FRO M THE PAR TI AI. y, AT
~B( ',12, ') IS : 0,D'/l~ , 'THE POINT AT WHICH THE FAILURE OCCU~ED
.. IS'/(lH ,7E14,8»
11 5 ';H) r 0 ,:. "'\ AT ( 1 H';', • I TFRAT I 0 ~ ., 13/1 H , 7E1 4 , 81 ( 1H , 16 X, 6E14 • 6 ) )
11600 FO~MAT(lH~,'DI~-VEc'.5X,6E14.8/(lH0,12X,6E14.8»
11 ? Rv1 r 0 q MA, T ( 1 H1 , T3, , NPA!( , , Til, , :'/ \i AR' , T19, , NPTS ' , T2 7 , , MAXI TR' , T3' , , 1W' ,
• T4 ? , , LI r-J "'I I ~! ' • T5 6 , , EP , , T71, 'DA C ' 11 H , T4 , I 2 , T12 , I 2 , T20, 12 , T2 ~ ,
.I2,T37,I?,T44,I2,T53,E10. 4 ,T68,E10,4)
11800 FO~~AT(lH0/)
11900 FOf.,'~AT(lH"','GAI'1A = '.E14,8,' WHEN LAM = ·,E14.81
.1H , 'T~E~E PROBABLY iXISTS EXCESSIVELY HIGH CORRELATIONS 8~T~EE~
.. THE PARA'1fTERS')
12008 FOh:MAT(1H,),'THE (ArA +LAM*I) MATRIX FAlLEn TO BE POS,DEF,')
12100 rr,RMAT(1~0,7E14.8/(1~ .16X,6E1 4 .8»
12200 FO?MAT(l H0, 'OPTIMAL POINT REACHED IN ',15, , ITERATIONS')
1230~ rO~MAT(lH~, 'MAXIMUM ~UH8ER O~ ITERATIONS REACHED-BEST POINT PRI~
.. TE:I'/)
12400 FO~MiT(1H0, 'THE DELT~~8 VECTOR REDUCED TO CONVERGENCE LEVEL ~~lL£
.GA~A LESS THAN CAMA0~'/1H , 'THE POINT IS PROaAB~Y OPTIMAL ~ll~tN
.. Ro! ;~J 0 I 'j G ERR 0 RS , , )
1250~ FO~MAT(lX,'NORMALI~ATION FACTOR ~ ',E14.6)
EN,';
SUYROUTI~E ~E~LAM(ATA,LAM,Bl,ATF,A~S,EX,GAMA,FVALUE,PHI,
&x, Y ,,.! TS, R, 10 • IE, NVAR, :J PTS, NPAR , I FAL, INX, 1F' xE, I R, NCO MP, YNOR t-l )
c•• *o.~~* 3JSRDUTINE NEWLA~ 0 ••• • ••••••• * ••• • •••••••••••
C S~8~OUTI~E NEWLAM CALCULATES THE ~EW LAMBDA FoR THE LEAST
c SQUAR~S PRQCEDURE CONVERGeNCE ACCOROlfJG TO THE ALGORITHM










c**·*ou~*o.o ••• oo* ••• *••••*•••*••• *.* •• *o*.**~•• **.*...•••••••
:~ I 1'1 E ~.JS10:1) ATA( 7 , i ) • B1 ( 7 ) , ATF ( 7 ) , AN5 ( 7 ) , £x(7 )
t,' I ,~c:: 1\.1 S I 0\1 Y ( IE) , x( J E) , ~I TS ( IE) , B( n








CAL L !) SIj l 'A T.. , ATF" , A" S , 25, -J VAR, (R R0 RX, 1 ~, 1DE T , 1 , I F' A I L)
r (1 RMAT ( 15)
FCR~AT(3(4X,E14,8»







IF(~VA~.~E.l) GO TJ 42
GA~. A ~ :.1 • E",j
GO ,.;~ 70
40 SUY,l:z;).E:
SU'12: \~ •£ /
SU v 3='3.EiJ
o0 5 :') I a 1 , 'J VAR
SU:--;1=SUM1+A"JS( I )*ATrC I)
SU~2=S~M2+ATF(I)**2
50 SU~3=SUMJ+A~S(I)**2
CO <:: GA111 SLJ "111 SaR': ( SJ M;;) • SUM 3 )
uV.SQRT(1.E0-COSGA~.COSGAM)
GA~A=ATA~I(UV/COSGA~).CON
IF(cnSGAM.GT.0.E0) GO TO 6~
GA"'A=1i30. Ev~-GA~A
IF(LA~.LT,1.E0) GO TC 60
IFtdL=l
6~ lrcIFAIL.F.Q.0) GO TO 10
IFAL=2
RETURIJ










SUP R0..1 T1:. E I NVRT ( N, A• IE, I r L)
C****o*a*.*.***.***.SU8ROUTIN( I~VRT***.***•• **••****••**•••o
C THIS PROGRA~ PERFORMS A MATRIX I,~VERSION ON THE
C TW.., OI':E~ISIO\'AL ARRAY A.
C'* ••o*n*•••*o ••***.o* ••o••••*•••~**O.O.**O*O.*.O*o*•• • 0 ••••••
o I I' [ ,,~S r 0:-, A C7 , ., )
I r l•• ;:
() 0 421 I =1,'
1111 1+1








2G rF(J.~l.l) GO TQ 3~





4 0 COr. T I ··w E
NL:= '.1"'1



























SUpROUT I~[ PARAME TER~ ••••...•.•....•..•••.••.••.••••••••..•• • • • ,
THIS SliSRC)UTI"JE SOLVES A SET OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
USI~G CROJTS rACTOHI2ATION WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING, EQUILIBRATION,
ITERATIVE IMPROVEME~T. AND DOURLE PRECISION O~ PRODUCTS TO REDUCE
ROI.i1\[1 .. fiF'r; ERRC1R.
THE COEFrICIENT MATRIX
lHE CONSTA~T VECTOR
THE SOL UTI I) t\ VEe T(j R (I ~~ FOR MAT I 0 ~ ~ RET URN ED)
Tli( ~JlJM8ER cr ROwS I~I THE DIMENSION OF A IN
THE CAL L I ,j G PRO GRAM,
T" E "J lJ M8ERe FRO WS l'J A
THE ~'AXIHU'1 ALL(J~4ALE ERRnR BETwEEN SUCCESSIVE 1TER~TICNS
T Ij E ~~ AX I MU~1 ALL 0 ~ A ALE NUM8ER 0FIT ERA T ION S
T..'E ACT UAL ;\ U1'1 BER 0 F' I TERA T ION S PER FOR ME0 (1 Nr 0RMA1 I 0 i'J RE
1 (FIRST CALL TO SU8RUUTI~E)
'2 (S'iL,SEQd[f\ T CALLS WpH u"JcHA\)GEU A)
= 1 THE ~ATRIX IS \n~-SINGULAR (INFoRMATIO~ RETURNED)





................................ , ",., .
I F A SIN G',; L. AR ", ATR I X t S [,~C() U'J TERE 0 -; HE PRO C[0 UREI S DIS CON Tt ~ U£u
A:J !' ER" GF 1'-1 ESSAG ESt. f; E PRI \1 TED 0UT•
I F AS" L \,iT r 0 ~> I S RE,) L IRE D FeR THE SAM ( A... 1'-1 ATR1X, BUT FOR 0 I Fr ERE ~n





























••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t • •
PHClG;:(AMlD BY
~ONALC SNY~ER 1~68





rn r~ E (\! S10,', 1P 1V( 10 )
IOuT:l2
GOT C (1 " (1 • 200 ) , I E'J T~ Y
141
c
C E~ j TRv - - 0 t·~ E • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t • • •
100 CO,\lT I WE
c
r STORE ~ATRIX A IN ARRAY 81GB
DO 101 I C 1,'JA
DO ill J c l,NA
101 BIGB(I,j)~ACI,J)
c
C DETER~INE ELEMENT ~ITH MAXIMUM MODULUS IN EACH ROw. STORE I~ Q.
o0 1 ~1 3 1. 1 , i~A
PLA 1'~Q.0. 0
00 12i 2 J IIi, :~A
TEsT=ABSCA(I,J»
IF (TEST,GT.PLAIND) PLAINQ.TEST
102 CO,~T I NUE
Q ( I ) • I' L. A1:'J Q
C BOx 13 -- CHECK FOR SINGULARITY ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lr cPLAINQ.LT.~.1E;3~) GO TO 301





C DETER~tNE THE ELEMENTS OF THE ~OWER TRIANGULAR FACTOR or A
c STlRE OVER 81GB
DO 110 Ilhl,NA
AMAX·e.,0
I R;-1 AX C 1R
L I ~1111I R-1
00 106 I-IR,NA
S=PBLECBIGB(I,IR»





rr (TEST,LE.AMAX) GO TO 106
AMAXaaTEST
lR'1AX=l
106 CO" TIN UE:
BOX 37 - CHEC~ FOR SI~GULAHITY




C INTE~C~A4Gl THE IR A~O rRMAX ROWS of 81GB
DO 1~7 I-l,NA





C oETER'1INE THE ELE~[~TS Of THE UPPER T~IANGULAR rACTOR Or A
c STORE OVER BIGB




IF (!Q.EQ.l) GO TO 1e9
oa 1 ~j 8 J =1 , '- 1~1
10~ S=5~8IGB(!R,J).8IG8(j,t)
109 AIGB( Ii~, I )=S~GL(S/D8LE(BIG8( IR, IR»)
11 0 C0 ~'J TIN U(





c ENTRY -- TI\O
20l\ CO-ITt,\HJE
•..••••••••••... , •••.••••.•••.•..•••••••••••••••• ,t.
('










c PERrOR~1 FORWARDS SIJ8STITUTIOi~
00 2/4 Ic:l,NA
L=t P I V( I )
S=D8LE(R(L»
R(L) =R CI )






c PERrOR~ BACKWARDS SUBSTITUTIO~
I='.A+l
DO 2~6 N=1, ~JA
I =r ':'1
S=fJBI..ECRC!»






C co -lPUT[ i\ttliH1S
AN (1 11 -1 XCI 0 • l~
A~: Cf;" E:: ~ • 7\
rr (K.[Q.0) GO TO 212
DO 2,1 J I l: 1 • ~J A
TESTc:AtiseXCI»
I F (r EST , GT • A~'J 0 RMX) A;; 0RMX~ TEST
T[(>TsA3S (R CI»)
IF eTEST.GT.MJORM[) Al'iORt1Ec:TCST




C BOX 94 - CHECK FOR S I ~GULAR I TV •.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••









2 k'l 8 I r- « A." 0 RMF. I Ai'~ 0 RMX) • LT. ERR uRX) I r t ,J:: 1
210 CO\lTINUE
CO,.,PUTE CllRRE~JT APPRCXIt-1ATE SOLUTION
DO .211 I=l.NA
}/(!):tXC!,+hCI)
COMpuTE £~hOR .~D STeRr BACK I~ R







Ir CK.LT.~AXIT) GO TC 202
c











11 FORHAT(1HJ,53HSOLUTIC'1 HAS ~OT CONVERGED TO DESIRED ACCURACY AFTER
l,I~,11H ITERATIONS)
12 FO~MATC1H~,31HStNGULAR MATRIX UETECTEO AT BOX,13)
RET IJR i'~
ENG
s U>1 R0UTI ~! E E1'1 CAL C( F" r , B, IE, 1,DE Ii I V, FV, I FXE. , NPVFe, NCO 1'1 P , vNOR H)
CI}**O.~«~**********. SU8RO~TINl EMCALC .*.*....*******•••
C THIS SIJBROUTIYE HANDLES 80TH TH~ CALCUL.TION or THE FORWARD
C SOLUT!"i\) A\!D hiE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES or THE FORWARD
c SOLUTInN ',,/ITH RESPEcT TO THE LAYERED EARTH PARAMETERS
C lND THE SJURCE RECEIVER SEPERATION.
C
C{t~·~.*~~*~***·······VARJAiLES*····.*·.*···.·*o* •••*•••
C F"Fc FREQJENrY IN HERT2
C F" = Mj GUL A< F RE QUE r-..'cy
C O( 1)= NOR~ALriEO T~IC~N£SS FO~ THE I~TH LAYER
C RKC!): :\,j():,MALJ2ED RESISTIVITIE.S rOR THE I .. TI-/ LAVER
C OfL= ~001FIED ~AVE NUMBER
c
C
c*· ••• ~;~*•• *o.~.*.*.o••••• o.*.o.***.****•• **•• *•••***.




co' I W1 J / 'J CI 0 D( ~~ J , R:<;( ( :< ) , fl HH e.3 ) , ~J ,DE l , RR
COM M,j \/ / CVIe! , DS, A'~C , F I XX , T M
Cn1·< 1'1 'J'~ I P Aii T I R~ ( .3 ) I H~~ ( 3 ) , HP e3 ) , HPP e3 ) , 0 ( 3) •
&x,~,~-i3
o I ~~ E"i 5 I G' H( 7 ) , r r e2 5 ) , D£ R I \j e7 ) , I r XE e6 )




RH( JeT ) :: H e \! CT)




H1=12, S66371E .. 7
F=rr<I)*6.2831853
OEL::SQ~TC2.~RH(1)/(T~*F»
o0 2 J .J :l 1 , "-

















IF(~PV~C.EU.0) GO TO 11
1F (NCDMP, [('.21) FV=HtRlnJORM
17 CO\TI\JUE
I F ( i\i P VFe, E(~ • 1) GOT 0 4
CA', L PAR 0 Eh' CI r XE ,DE A I V ,NC 0:-1 P,Y ~ 0 R~, )
4 co' T I 'J1JE
REr,,~,~
l N"
SUllRJJT I dE PAROER CI r)C[, DLR 1V, ~'COi'1P, YNORM)
C~ ~ 0 * .. * ~. " '"Hi R.J UTJ "E PAR 0E~ * It ... ** 0 tHH. it * It *• * ... * It * It It * ... * a- ... It 0
C THIS S:18 R0,jf I :j reo ·:TR0 L S THE PAR T rAl 0 P'T ERE ;-iT A T I O!\J wRT THE
C LAY ERI "G PAR to --1 E. TERS (R ESIS,. 1V I TY A~· 0 THIe KNESS )
C*~lt***~c**~******o*a-*v****.*o*****o****o**************~*******
CO '-' r-1 o"~ I f.J;i I EXX ( 6 ) , l~:X ( 6 ) , DI t>.J X ( u ) , KFXE ( 6 ) , EC, ~ 2 , EcR, ECI ,
&H24,Hlt,(X~(6),EXTC6),HXR(6),~XI(6)
C~ .. Mn'~ / eel DO ( :\ ) , ~ i< K ( 3 ) , R '1 ,1 C ) ) I ~~ , f) El , RR
crh""OI'J /CV/CI,DS,A'.(;,r,XX,T··l
CO '!'oiO'\) /PAKT/ R:«3),~H(3),HP(3),HPPC3),
&0 ( ,~ ) , X I R I :, p





























DO 12 j =1 • I';





















IF(J,EQ.~) GO TO 1?




CAl L r"AL IE,H,"JCO!'l:P)
Exxe,JP)=CAbS(E)
HXCJP)::C A8S{H)
EXP e,) P) ='? r. ALe E)
EX! ( ,j P ) : :, J" AG( E )











HX~ ( ,J P ) =H t R
HX!(JP):;.<t!
12 JP=JP+l
5 COl' T I ~J ,J E
CALL F!1\i'f)!F ('JB,NC1'1P,UERIV)
o0 1 9 J P t : 1 , I~ 8
19 nERIV(JPi)~DERIV(JP2)/YNORM
4 CO', T I NUE
RETIJR,\I
ENI]
SU~~ROJT I 1\.( F" I i"0 IF (Nfj, NCOMP, DEil! V)
C~~**.uD~~~~*SU8ROUTINE F"I~Dlr.o••• *o* ••~.*.*~.....**•••••
c:: Hi! S S I) 8 R0u T1 'J E CAL CULATE S THE PAR TI AL 0ERI VATI VE5 0 F THE
C PARAMETERS USI~G rINITE ClrrERENCES
C~*o•• ~~*.*•• *.*~••• o ••••• *••••**.**.**.**.*****.*•••• • **.*
146
c0 ~'~M0 ~J / POI EX(6 ) , rI X( 6 ) , 0 I (~X ( 6 ) , I N X( 6 ) , EC, Hi!, ECR, EC I , H2R, H2 I ,
&EXH6) ,EXI (6) ,HXR(6) ,HXI (6)
DI~ENSIO~ DERIV(])
DO 1 JP:;;1,N8
I r ( I 'Il X( J P ) • EQ • ell) G~) T0 2
10~5 rOHMAT(3(?X,£14.8»
GO TO 6
6 IF(NCOMP.~E.21) GO TC ,
OERIV(JP):(HXR(JP);H~R)/DI~X(JP)
GO TO 1








C*~o~*****~**.o*SU8ROUTlj[ F"VA~ *.*.~**o**.*~**.**** ••***.o
r: Th ) S Si, B f< 0 J T 1\1 E CAL. CUL AT£ S THE FOR \oJ AR0 S0 LL I T ION ON COM MAN 0 FRO M
C EM CAL C IJ SI ~JG l I "J EAR () I G! TAL FI LTER THE <) R'r'
C
C~****O{fu.**o*********~*VARIA8LES.*.~********o*.***** • ••••
C Cf~= cnEFFICI[~TS FOR CALCULATING THE Jl HANKEL TRANSFORM
C y~: A8CISSA ValUES FOR CH
C C[= C1EFFICIE~T FOR CALC~LATING THE J~ HANKEL TRANSFORM
C YF= ARCISSA VALUES FOR CALCULATING CE
C SLIM: .:(HVCLUT! uN SUM rol-' H2
CSt' EY1 • SJ E)( 1 , SUE y 0 , SUE x 0, ~REA S 0 ( F I !\J E0 ON P AGE 10 0 F THE SIS
c S: J E Y1 = C[) :'J VOL uTI 0 r-.' SUn FOR Ey1
C S lJ F.: Xl: CO'., \! L0 I J T I 0 j\l S[/ '1 ~ 0 R [X j
c SUE y 0:- CO" V8 l UTI 0 f" SUr~ F' 0 R [X 1
r SI) EX 0:: CO"· v,' L I' T I (I ~\ SU>1 FOR [X 2
C '11= CL03ED Fnf'(~ l-IOMOGF.'JCUS HALF-SPACE EXPRESSION FOR He
c ~Yl: ~:LOSE.D FORM EXXPRESSIOfJ FOR A HO~10GENOUS I-IALF-SPACE
C ( X.. COMPO:~ENT)
C E Y1: :: L () SE. 0 r Ci RM EX PRE SS ION FOR A HOM 0GEN 0US HAL r - SPA CE
r (y~rOMPn~ENT)









Y-COMPONE~T Of THE ~LCCTRIC rIELD rOR A LAyEqED EARTH
COMaI~ED ELECTRIC FIELD FOR A LAYERED EARTH
LAYERE:D EARTH CORRECTIOf4 fACT0R
LAYERED EARTH CORRECTION fACTOR







&YH/~4.53~'7316E 0,-4.~004731E 0,-4.~702146E ~,-3.8399561E 0,
& -3.6096976[ 0,-~.j794391E ~,-3.1491806E 0,-2.9189221£ 0,
& ;2.6886636E 0,-2.4584051E ~,-2.2281466E ~,-1.9978881E 0,
& ~1.76J6296E 0,-1.5313711E 0,-1.3071126E 0,-1.0768541E 0,
& ~8.46?9?63E-l,-6.j6J371J(-1,-3.8607863E-1,-1.558~013E-1,
& 7.4438369E-2, 3.e469687E-l, 5.3495537E-1, 7.6521381[-1,
& 9.9547237(-1, 1.22~7309E ~, 1.4559894E 0, 1.6862479E ~,
& 1.9165J64( 0. ?.146764 9 E 0, 2.377~234E ~, 2.6072819E 0.
& 2.e375404E~. J.e61798 9E 0, 3.2980574E 0, 3.5283159£ 0,
& ~.7585744E 0. J.988832 9 E 0, 4.2190914£ ~, 4.4493499E e,
& 4.6796084E 0, 4.9098669E 0, 5.1401254E 0, 5.3703839£ 0,
& 5.6006424E 0, 5.83~9009E 0, 6.0611594E 0. 6.2914119E 01
DATA
&CH/3.101e5~lE~6. 1.8802098(-5, 5.4819540E~5, 9.2891602£"6,
& 1.5523239£-4, 3.0J44652£-5, 3.5338744£~4. 1.4798002E-4,
& 7.7342377[-4, 5.3570857£-4, 1.71706~5E-3, 1.6387239£~3,
& 3.9247683E-3, 4~5'96508E-3, 9.2111468[~3, 1.2130467(-2,
& 2.1938415£-2, 3;085366~E-2. 5.1973594£-2. 7.4661566[·2,








&YE/-~.A348046E 0,-6.6~45461E 0,-6.3742876E 0,-6.1440291E 0,
~ .5.~137706E ~,-5.683512tE 0,-5.4532536E ~,-5.2229951E e,
& -4.99~1366E 0.-4.7624781[ 0,-4.5322196E 0,-4.3019611[ 0,
& ~4.U717026E 0,-3.B414441E ~,-3.6111B56E 0,-3,38~9271E e.
& .3.15?6686E r,,-2.9204101E ~,-2.6901516E 0,-2.4598931£ 0.
& -2.2296346E 0,-1.9993761E 0,-1.7691176E 0,-1.53aS,91E 0,
& ~1.3086006E 0,-1.0783421E 0,-8.4808358£-1,-6.1782,08E-1,
& -3.8756658£-1,-1.9730808[-1, 7.2950416E~2, 3.0320892E-1.
& 5.3346742(-1, 7.63;2592E-1, 9.9398442E-1, 1.2242429£ 0,
& 1.4545014E 0. 1.6a47~99E 0, 1.9150184E 0, 2.1452169E 0,
& 2.37?5354E 0, 2.6057939[ ~, 2.8360524E 0, 3.0663109E 0,
& 3.2965694E 0, 3.5268279[ 0, 3.7570864E ~, 3,9873449E 0,
& 4.?176034E~, 4.447a619E ~, 4.6781204E 0, 4.9063789E e,
& 5.1386374( 0. 5.3688959E 0, 5.5991544E ~, 5.8294129£ 0,
& 6.2596714E 0, 6.2899299E 0, 6.5201684E ~, 6.7504469E 0,
& 6.9807054E 0/
DATA
&CE/7.326 n 937E-4, 5.6J26423l-4, 1.3727237(-4, 7.5331222E·4,
& 3.5918326£-4, 1.0~3~608E-3, 7.153~982E-4, 1.5160070£-3,
--------------------------------------------------
T-1700 1~0
& 1.2841617E~3, 2:2497985E-3, 2.1906186E-3, 3.4~76782E-3,
& 3.6321245£-3, 5.2376~28E-3, 5,9212519[-3, 8.1315877E-3,
& 9.~?2'~62E-3, 1.270A615E-2, 1.5305589E~2, 1.9941086[-2,
& 2.4396626E-2, 3~1333652E-2, 3.8683~65[-2, 4.9127993E~2,
& 6.0824806E-2, 7.6314344[-2, 9.3926346(-2, 1,1545027[-1,


















CALCULATE THE FIRST ORDER ~ANKEL TRANSFOR~S
C.~.o**&*.i.*.* •• *•• ****•••••••••*.*.*.**





H= v*Y*V1 4t( 1. -r 1>
H=,j/( (y+vl*rl)*(Y.V1»









IF(MOOCNCOMP,10).EQ,l) GO TO 6
SUM=~MPLX(~.0,~.0)
C~·* •• O~.o••**o**o***.o •• ~.*o••**.**~*o***
CALCLLATE THE ~EqOT~ ORDER HANKEL TRANSrORMS
r~*~**uo* ••**~*o***.*o****.****.**o*.*o.~•••
00 4 1=1,6.1






SUFY,\ :: SUE. Y:u Cr. ( 1 ) • [ Ye
EC:Cl*vl*Yo(21-1,0)/2.~
EC=EC~Yov1*(1.?-Fl)/C(V+Vl·Fl)·(Y+V1»
4 SU'r =: SIJ ;1 + Cr ( 1 ) .. EC














IF(NCOMP.GE.1C.AND.~CnMP.L(.3~) GO TO 7
I F ( \J C0'1 P • GF. • 4 7: • AND • .\1 C0 [·1 P • Lt· . 6 0 ) GO T0 11









S :.J f1 P{) UTI i E CAL C( F1 , t 1 , v1 , y )
c** .. *.. *~*.~* ••• ******** .. *~u*.* *******.******.
C SU8ROUTI~E CALC CALCULATES ThE LAVFREn EARTH CORRECTIO~ FACTORS






[) 0 9 LL =2. '\









tl,(V2*R j( I+l)~il+"'l§::?H(I )*AEX)/ev.:.*RHC I ).V?*RH( I+l).tl*AEX)
9 V2=Vl
I~E T :.II~ ."
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